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After experiencing severe flooding in 2019, areas of the west-
ern United States and Great Plains are once again starting to  
  experience drought. The average share of the continental Unit-

ed States experiencing drought rose from a little less than 24 percent in 
2019 to over 40 percent in 2020. Drought is a perennial and long-term 
risk that can negatively affect the farm economy through lower yields, 
loss of crops, reduced farm revenues, and lower sales for farm suppli-
ers. Recent drought episodes have kept these economic costs front of 
mind for farmers, agribusinesses, and agricultural lenders. Losses from 
the 2012 Midwest and 2011–17 California droughts still loom large, 
with national disaster costs near $35 billion in 2012 for the Midwest 
drought and $4 billion in 2014 for the California drought. 

As risks from climate change—such as elevated global temperatures 
and water depletion—mount, understanding how drought will affect 
farmers across the country has become even more important. Drought 
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risk can vary by region, crop type, and production method, and may dis-
proportionately affect some farmers more than others. Although many 
farmers have crop insurance to protect against losses, insurance does not 
cover all of their crops’ value. Thus, even insured farmers face losses from 
drought. These losses can weaken farm finances, resulting in financial 
strain that may spill over into the broader agricultural economy. 

In this article, we analyze the relationship between county-level 
drought exposure and direct farmer losses (specifically, crop insur-
ance deductibles) from 2000 to 2019. We find that farmer losses from 
drought vary by crop type: although losses rise steadily along with 
drought intensity for corn and wheat, losses spike noticeably in ex-
treme drought for soybeans. We also find that these losses represent an 
economically relevant share of crop production values: farmer losses 
from extreme drought can reach 20 percent of production value for 
corn and wheat and 35 percent for soybeans.   

Section I provides an overview of U.S. drought, its connection to 
climate change, and the risks to the U.S. agriculture sector. Section 
II introduces data and statistical methods used to link drought, agri-
cultural production areas, and farmer losses from drought. Section III 
shows how farmer losses rise with drought intensity and discusses dif-
ferences across crop types.

I. Drought, Climate, and U.S. Agriculture

Although the U.S. agricultural sector is vulnerable to a myriad of 
natural hazards—excessive wind, flooding, tornadoes—drought repre-
sents an especially severe challenge. First, drought is a chronic condi-
tion that affects farms much longer than acute hazards such as storms 
or floods. The persistence of drought throughout the year may not only 
lower crop yields, but may also deplete surface and ground water sup-
plies and lead to an increased incidence of wildfires (Challinor and 
others 2014; Donovan, Wonkka, and Twidwell 2017; Otkin and others 
2018). Second, drought’s close links to climate mean it is likely to pres-
ent a growing threat in the future as risks from climate change mount. A 
combination of rising growing season temperatures, increased drought 
incidence and severity, and amplified climate and drought variability is 
likely to depress yields and increase stress for the agriculture sector in 
the coming decades (Cook and others 2019; Gowda and others 2018; 
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Kukal and Irmak 2018; Schlenker 2020). Understanding these chal-
lenges—as well as the associated economic costs—can help farmers ad-
dress increasing drought risk and help lenders better assess that risk for 
their agricultural borrowers. 

U.S. drought exposure and agriculture

One common way to measure drought in the United States is 
through the U.S. Drought Monitor, which provides maps of drought 
intensity and duration. The Drought Monitor uses a series of climate 
and weather variables to create weekly estimates of drought severity 
across the United States (U.S. Drought Monitor 2020; Svoboda and 
others 2002). Drought categories range from “abnormally dry” (D0) to 
“exceptional drought” (D4).1

Chart 1 shows total continental U.S. land area in drought by inten-
sity going back to 2000. Drought episodes have varied in intensity over 
the last 20 years. In 2012, for example, the United States witnessed a 
period of relatively extreme drought, with roughly 67 percent of land 
area on average in drought and roughly 14 percent of land area in the 
most extreme drought categories (D3–D4). By comparison, in 2019, 
the United States witnessed a period of relatively subdued drought, 
with less than 24 percent of land area on average in drought and less 
than 1 percent of land area in the most extreme drought categories.

Although aggregate drought exposure estimates are useful in illus-
trating the scope of the problem, these broader measures can mask the 
fortunes of local areas at certain times. Drought exposure varies across 
the country, affecting both local and regional agricultural areas. The 
Drought Monitor images in Map 1 illustrate two of the more extreme 
regional drought periods within the United States. Panel A shows the 
U.S. drought map during July 2012, the height of the 2011–12 Mid-
west drought. Most of the country was in drought at the time, with 
large areas of the Midwest in the most extreme drought categories (D3–
D4). This drought episode resulted in a loss of more than one-quarter 
of U.S. corn production by volume, nearly $22 billion in crop insur-
ance claims payments, and national disaster costs around $35 billion 
(Rippey 2015; NOAA NCEI 2020). In contrast, Panel B shows the 
drought map during July 2014, the peak of the 2011–19 California 
drought, which was one of the longest in U.S. history (Williams 2020). 
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Chart 1
U.S. Continental Land Area in Drought
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In 2014 alone, California had on average nearly 100 percent of its to-
tal land area in drought and 36 percent of its land area in exceptional 
drought (D4). As a result, 2014 crop insurance claims payments for 
California exceeded $305 million, and national disaster costs for the 
drought that year totaled roughly $4 billion (USDM 2020; NOAA 
NCEI 2020).2

Just as drought varies across the country, the effects of drought can 
vary by crop or type of production. Farmers planting row crops such 
as corn, wheat, and soybeans are largely affected by drought through 
diminished yields and lower production (Kuwayama and others 2018). 
However, some crops are more drought tolerant than others. Wheat, 
for example, is typically more drought tolerant than corn or soybeans. 
Moreover, some crops may respond differently to drought of different 
intensities: soybeans, for example, are known to face large production 
losses during severe drought episodes (Troy, Kipgen, and Pal 2015). 
Although other factors such as irrigation availability or style of produc-
tion may contribute to drought losses, we focus our main analysis on 
how farmer losses from drought differ across types of crop production.  

Drought and crop insurance

Although drought presents a substantial risk to the U.S. agricul-
ture sector, one mitigating factor is federal crop insurance, which is 
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Map 1
U.S. Drought Maps

Panel A: July 2012
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available for most major commodity crops such as corn, wheat, and 
soybeans. Roughly 89 percent of major U.S. crop acres are covered by 
federal crop insurance for a range of natural hazards such as drought 
(FCA 2017). Encouraging this wide coverage is the fact that federal crop 
insurance programs are highly subsidized, with the U.S. government 
paying a majority of insurance premiums (CRS 2018). However, crop 
insurance does not cover 100 percent of farmer losses. Instead, farmers 
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Chart 2
U.S. Crop Insurance Payments by Category
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file claims on insured losses and receive indemnity payments equal to the 
losses that exceed their policy deductible. For example, a farmer might 
elect to purchase insurance that covers up to 75 percent of the value of 
their crops, making their policy deductible 25 percent. In the event of 
a severe drought that destroyed 25 percent of the crop value, the farmer 
would receive no indemnity payment, as the loss did not exceed their 
deductible. If the drought instead destroyed 60 percent of the crop value, 
the farmer would receive an indemnity equal to only 35 percent of the 
crop value (60 – 25 = 35). Thus, while crop insurance can mitigate the 
severity of farmer losses, it does not eradicate loss. It is this portion of 
farmer losses left over after insurance payouts that we use in our subse-
quent analysis. See the Box for an overview of federal crop insurance and 
relevant terminology.    

Crop insurance payments nevertheless cover a meaningful share of 
the value of crop production, and drought is one of the leading reasons 
farmers file insurance claims. Chart 2 shows crop insurance claims pay-
ments (indemnities) by claim type over the last 20 years for the entire 
United States. Crop insurance indemnities averaged roughly 4.2 percent 
of total crop production value over the last decade, and drought-related 
insurance indemnities averaged 1.9 percent of total crop production 
value. On average, 42 percent of total crop insurance claim payments 
over the last 20 years were drought-related; in extreme drought years, 
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Box
Federal Crop Insurance Overview

Federal crop insurance provides protection against natural haz-
ards such as flood and drought as well as declines in commodity pric-
es. A majority of crop insurance policies (84 percent) are categorized 
as individual revenue protection, which protects a farmer’s estimated 
production value (revenue) from production losses (CRS 2018). The 
value of a farmer’s insured crop is based on historical commodity ex-
change prices and the historical production from that farmer’s land. 
Farmers choose the average yield they wish to insure (coverage level), 
which typically ranges from 50 to 75 percent but can be as high as 
85 percent in some locations (USDA RMA 2020). Coverage lev-
els are broken down into two broad categories: catastrophic (CAT) 
and buy-up. CAT coverage, which is less common, is paid out at 55 
cents for every dollar of losses exceeding 50 percent of the crop value. 
Most farmers choose buy-up coverage, paying a higher premium for 
a higher coverage level, and are paid out dollar-for-dollar for all losses 
exceeding their chosen coverage level. 

The figure below illustrates a stylized buy-up crop insurance 
policy. The dotted line shows the farmer’s elected coverage level—in 
this example, 75 percent. If the farmer sees a 60 percent loss from a 
natural hazard, the farmer would be paid an indemnity of 35 percent 
of the insured crop value (green area). That farmer would still have 
40 percent of their crop’s value to sell or market (gray area). Despite 
filing the crop insurance claim, the farmer would still absorb a loss 
(deductible) equal to 25 percent of the crop’s estimated value (blue 
area). It is this deductible that we use to measure direct economic 
losses for farmers. 
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this figure has reached as high as 83 percent.3 As these data demon-
strate, drought is a substantial risk for the agriculture sector, and crop 
insurance can help mitigate some of those risks for U.S. farmers.

II. Mapping Drought to Farmer Losses

Given the importance of crop insurance for drought-related losses, 
especially for commodity crops, we use farmer crop insurance deduct-
ibles as our measure of farmer losses and focus specifically on losses to 
corn, wheat, and soybeans. Focusing on commodity crops allows us to 
gain broad geographic coverage across 47 continental U.S. states while 
excluding specialty crops such as fruits and tree nuts that may have a 
strikingly different production process or response to drought.4 Fur-
thermore, corn, soybeans, and wheat in total make up over half of U.S. 
crop production by value and have some of the highest crop insurance 
market penetration: 89 percent of corn acres, 90 percent of soybean 
acres, and 85 percent of wheat acres are insured. By focusing on these 
crops, we can analyze a majority of farmer losses for these crops across 
most of the United States in the last 20 years (FCA 2017).5 

In our analysis, we first identify which agricultural production areas 
are exposed to drought at the county level using a series of geospatial 
data sets. We then use a simple statistical method to link county-level 
drought exposures to farmer losses in those counties.  

Mapping crop-specific drought exposure

To create county-level drought exposure measures, we map drought 
exposure to commodity-specific agricultural production areas across 
the United States over the last 20 years. Specifically, we take weekly 
drought data from the U.S. Drought Monitor on agricultural land area 
in drought and match that information to crop-specific agriculture pro-
duction areas using the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Cropscape 
Cropland Data Layer. After matching the weekly drought data to crop-
specific production areas, we then create average annual drought expo-
sures at the county crop level (that is, average acres of corn, soybeans, 
and wheat in each county exposed to D0–D4 drought). 

Map 2 shows our county-level drought exposure measures over 
two three-year periods: 2008–10, a period of relatively low drought in 
the United States, and 2011–13, a period of relatively intense drought. 
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Map 2
Average Drought Exposure by County (Corn, Wheat,  
and Soybeans)

Sources: U.S. Drought Monitor, USDA, and U.S. Census Bureau.

Panel A: 2008–10

Panel B: 2011–13

Panel A shows that in the 2008–10 period, average drought intensity 
was relatively low for the three major commodity crops, with drought 
occurring mostly in the southern and eastern portion of the country. 
Panel B shows that in the 2011–13 period, average drought intensity 
was much higher, with drought occurring mostly in the central and 
western portion of the United States.
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Measuring and mapping farmer losses from drought

To measure farmer losses from drought, we aggregate farmer de-
ductibles from drought-related crop insurance claims to the coun-
ty level. Most prior research uses yields or farm incomes to estimate  
agricultural losses from drought (Kuwayama and others 2018). Al-
though these are reasonable measures of economic loss, they are imper-
fect in many ways. Farmers generally manage their operations to maxi-
mize profit, not necessarily yield—for example, if commodity prices are 
especially low, a farmer may choose to let a portion of their fields lie 
fallow rather than spend time and resources planting. Thus, yields may 
not fully capture drought’s economic effects on farmers. Farm income, 
on the other hand, can be affected by multiple factors, such as subsidies 
and changes in operations, making it an unreliable measure of the direct 
economic effect of drought. Crop insurance data allow us to measure 
direct drought-related losses at the county crop level for a given year. 

We use the USDA’s Crop Insurance Cause of Loss and Summary 
of Business Data to estimate farmer losses for all drought-related crop 
insurance claims for corn, wheat, and soybeans from 2000 to 2019.6 
See Appendix A for details on how we measure direct economic losses 
using these crop insurance data. Panels A and B of Map 3 show heat 
maps of drought-related losses as a share of county-level crop produc-
tion values for the 2008–10 and 2011–13 periods. Not surprisingly, 
drought-related losses are broader-based and more intense during the 
2011–13 period than the 2008–10 period. Comparing Map 3 with 
Map 2 shows that the counties with the greatest economic losses are 
largely those with the greatest drought intensity. The close relationship 
at the country crop level between drought exposures and crop insurance 
deductibles suggests deductibles are a useful measure of direct economic 
losses from drought.  

Linking drought and farmer losses for individual crops

Although Maps 2 and 3 provide insight into overall farmer losses 
from drought, they may mask differences in losses across crop types. 
For example, wheat is typically considered to be more drought tolerant 
than corn or soybeans, potentially translating to smaller economic losses 
than those for the other two crops. We use a simple statistical model to 
estimate the average relationship between agricultural drought exposure 
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Map 3
Average Drought Losses by County as a Share of Production Value 
(Corn, Wheat, and Soybeans)
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and farmer losses (deductibles) for individual crops—corn, soybeans, 
and wheat—from 2000 to 2019. Our analysis follows a similar statisti-
cal framework as Kuwayama and others (2018), who link drought to 
lower crop yields. We implement an ordinary least squares (fixed effects 
panel regression) to estimate the relationship between the average num-
ber of acres (by crop type) exposed to different drought levels (D0–D4) 
throughout the year and the dollar value of losses. Using the average 
annual drought exposures by drought category allows us to capture 
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the losses associated with drought intensity as well as duration, both 
of which matter when assessing direct economic losses from drought. 
Our final sample covers 2,203 counties and comprises 102,146 unique 
(county, crop, year) observations, 64,289 of which have a drought crop 
insurance claim. See Appendix B for details of our statistical model and 
robustness checks. 

III. Farmer Losses from Drought by Crop Type  

Unsurprisingly, we find a strong positive relationship between 
drought and direct drought-related farmer losses (deductibles) across 
all three crops analyzed (corn, wheat, and soybeans). Chart 3 shows the 
relationship between drought severity and the dollar value of losses per 
acre, adjusted for inflation using the 2019 Consumer Price Index. The 
upward-sloping lines show that farmer losses rise along with drought 
intensity across all three crop types.  

However, Chart 3 also shows that the magnitude of losses differs by 
crop type. For corn, farmer losses range from $25.32 per acre in low-se-
verity (D0) drought to $118.80 per acre in extreme (D4) drought. For 
soybeans, farmer losses are lower in D0 drought ($10.26 per acre) but 
much higher in D4 drought ($153.40). And for wheat, farmer losses 
are lowest across drought intensities, ranging from $6.64 per acre (D0) 
to $44.42 per acre (D4). The lower losses for wheat can partially be 
attributed to its lower production value per acre, which averages $214 
per acre compared with $599 per acre for corn and $441 per acre for 
soybeans (USDA ERS 2019). 

To account for these differences in production value, Chart 4 shows 
the same results from Chart 3 as a share of each crop’s average pro-
duction value from 2000 to 2019.7 Across all crop types and drought  
categories, estimates of farmer losses are economically relevant compared 
with their average production value, with loss shares ranging from less 
than 5 percent for all three crops in D0 drought to roughly 20 percent 
for corn and wheat and nearly 35 percent for soybeans in D4 drought.

Chart 4 shows that the trajectory of losses also varies by crop type 
and drought intensity. Losses for corn and wheat rise relatively slowly 
and steadily as drought intensity increases from D0 to D4. For both 
crops, the largest jump in farmer losses per acre occurs between D2 and 
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Chart 3
Loss Per Acre by Drought Category

Sources: USDA, U.S. Drought Monitor, and authors’ calculations.
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D3 drought. For corn, losses rise from roughly 8 percent of production 
value in D2 drought to nearly 17 percent of value in D3 drought. For 
wheat, losses rise from nearly 9 percent in D2 drought to just over 18 
percent in D3 drought. Although soybeans also see a jump in losses 
between D2 and D3 drought, the largest spike is between D3 and D4 
drought. Specifically, losses per soybean acre rise from a little over 11 
percent of production value to nearly 35 percent of value.8

To provide additional insight into how these losses might affect 
a given farmer, Chart 5 shows estimated farmer losses (deductibles), 
indemnities, and remaining crop values for a typical corn, wheat, and 
soybean farm (similar to the crop insurance policy figure in the Box).9 
Panel A shows that an average corn farmer with 1,000 acres in severe 
drought (D2) might expect losses (deductibles) around $45,000, or ap-
proximately 8 percent of the expected production value for their land. 
If the corn acres were to move into extreme drought (D3), the farmer’s 
expected losses would be closer to $101,000, or roughly 17 percent of 
production value. Panel B shows that an average wheat farmer with 
2,500 acres in severe drought (D2) might expect losses of $46,000, or 
roughly 9 percent of production value; moving into extreme drought 
(D3) would increase losses to around $99,000 or roughly 18 percent of 
value. Lastly, Panel C shows that an average soybean farmer with 675 
acres in extreme drought (D3) might expect losses around $34,000 or 
roughly 11 percent of value; moving into exceptional drought (D4) 
would increase expected losses to nearly $104,000 or about 35 percent 
of value. As these representative examples demonstrate, even with crop 
insurance, the losses (deductibles) farmers face from drought can be a 
meaningful share of their farm’s production.10

Although our analysis focuses on direct losses to farmers, our re-
sults also have implications for risk to crop insurance programs under 
a changing climate. The green area in Chart 5 shows the estimated 
indemnity payments from crop insurers to farmers by drought catego-
ry. In more extreme drought categories, indemnities rise more drasti-
cally than farmer losses. For example, corn indemnity payments rise 
from roughly 6 percent of crop production value in D0 drought to 
about 35 percent in D4 drought (Panel A). Wheat indemnities face a 
similar trajectory, rising from around 4 percent of production value in 
D0 drought to roughly 24 percent in D4 drought (Panel B). Soybean 
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Chart 5
Loss Share by Drought Category
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Chart 5 (continued)

Panel C: Soybeans
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indemnities, like farmer losses, increase drastically in more extreme 
drought categories, rising from just under 2 percent of production value 
in D0 drought to over 48 percent of value in D4 drought. Together, 
these indemnity data illustrate that crop insurers also face substantial 
losses from increasing drought severity.

If drought-related losses continue to rise, the economic effects may 
spill over to the broader U.S. economy. Federal crop insurance costs the 
U.S. government an average of $7 billion each year through subsidies, 
with some of the largest losses taking place in extreme drought years. 
With steady growth in crop insurance market penetration over the last 
20 years—and expectations that the cost of crop insurance programs 
will rise substantially under a changing climate—these programs could 
be at risk in the coming years (Glauber 2002; Crane-Droesch and oth-
ers 2019). A rise in indemnity payments and crop insurance costs could 
result in elevated premiums for farmers (increasing their cost of produc-
tion) or rising costs for the U.S. taxpayer through subsidies or transfer 
payments. All told, under a changing climate, the cost of managing 
climate risk for the U.S. agricultural sector is likely to rise in the com-
ing decades. 
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Conclusion

Drought remains a perennial threat to the U.S. agriculture sector, 
causing lower crop yields, higher production costs, and increased fi-
nancial stress to farmers. With climate change predictions suggesting 
a greater incidence of drought in the coming decades, understanding 
how drought affects different segments of the agriculture sector is of 
critical importance in assessing risk from this natural hazard. 

We analyze drought exposure across the United States over the last 
20 years for corn, wheat, and soybeans and link these exposures to a 
measure of direct farmer losses (crop insurance deductibles). We find 
that losses for farmers rise with drought intensity and that those losses 
are economically relevant. We also find noticeable differences across 
crop types. Losses for corn and wheat rise steadily from low-intensity 
drought (D0) to high-intensity drought (D4), with a noticeable jump 
in losses from D2 to D3. In contrast, losses for soybeans rise more slow-
ly through lower-intensity drought categories (D0–D3), with a jump in 
losses in the most extreme drought category (D4). 

Our results suggest losses from drought are economically mean-
ingful. Farmer losses from extreme drought can reach 20 percent of 
production value for corn and wheat and 35 percent for soybeans. 
Moreover, these losses are likely to increase in the medium term. Tem-
peratures are expected to rise in the coming decades, with associated 
increases in drought frequency and severity. These changes pose risks 
not only to farmers but also to crop insurers, as both deductibles and 
indemnities will become more costly under a changing climate. Under-
standing the true economic cost of drought exposure may help farmers, 
agriculture lenders, and regulators make more informed decisions in 
the years to come.  
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Appendix A

Measuring Farmer Deductibles and Total Losses  
from Crop Insurance Data

To calculate farmer loss (deductibles) and total loss at the county 
(i), crop (j), and year (t) level, we aggregate up from the policy (p) 
and insurance claim (c) level using the USDA Summary of Business 
crop insurance policy data and USDA Cause of Loss crop insurance 
claims data. These data sets provide all federal crop insurance policies 
and policy claims within the United States for all crops. We estimate 
losses in a series of steps: 

1) USDA Summary of Business Data (all insurance policies)

(i)   Value of cropi,j,t  = ∑ liabilityi,j,p,t / coveragei,j,p,t

We estimate the value of the crop (corn, wheat, and soybeans) 
within a given county by taking the liability for each crop 
insurance policy and dividing by the coverage level for that 
policy. We then sum up the crop values within a county across 
all crop insurance policies. This measure of crop value is used 
to generate county-level loss maps. 

(ii)  Coveragei,j,t  = weighted-average coverage level (by acres)

We generate a weighted-average coverage level at the county, 
crop, and year level using policy-level coverage data. Individ-
ual coverage levels are unavailable in the Cause of Loss in-
surance claims data. Thus, we create a representative coverage 
level for a given county, crop, and year by averaging (by acres) 
across insurance policies within a given year. All policies la-
beled as catastrophic coverage (CAT) are excluded from this 
average coverage level calculation. 

2)  USDA Summary of Business Data (all insurance claims):  
           drought only

(i)   Value of crop i,j,c,t  = liability i,j,c,t / coverage i,j,t
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We generate county-crop estimates of farmer deductibles 
from drought-related crop insurance claims. First we estimate 
crop values by taking the liability of a given claim and divid-
ing by the representative coverage level in 1(ii). This estimate 
is applied for all claims that are not labeled CAT coverage. 
CAT coverage is paid out at 55 cents for every dollar of loss 
for losses exceeding 50 percent of the crop value. Thus, cov-
erage on CAT policies is .275 (.50 × .55), and we apply that 
coverage ratio to estimate crop values on CAT policies. 

(ii) Farmer loss (deductible)i,j,t  = ∑ [(value cropi,j,c,t  )(1−coveragei,j,t )]

We then estimate farmer losses (deductibles) at the county, 
crop, and year level by taking the estimated value of the crop 
multiplied by the difference between the total crop value and 
coverage of that crop. CAT coverage claims require a slightly 
different calculation for the farmer deductibles. Farmer de-
ductibles for CAT policies are estimated by the following 
equation: crop value (0.50) + indemnity (.45/.55); as farmers 
are only paid 55 cents for every dollar of loss exceeding 50 
percent of crop value. We then sum up farmer deductibles 
within a county to obtain our measure of farmer loss for a 
given county, crop, and year. It is this measure of loss that we 
use in our statistical model to link drought to farmer losses.  

(iii) Total lossi,j,t  = farmer loss (deductible)i,j,t + indemnityi,j,t

We also generate a measure of total losses by summing the 
estimated farmer losses (deductibles) in 2(ii) and the total in-
demnities paid for drought-related claims for a given coun-
ty, crop, and year. We use this measure of total loss in our 
drought loss maps (specifically, Map 3). This measure of loss is 
also used in our statistical model to demonstrate what farmer 
losses might be without federal crop insurance. 
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Appendix B

Statistical Model: Panel Regression

We implement an ordinary least squares (OLS) panel regression 
framework to estimate the relationship between drought-exposed acres 
and farmer losses (deductibles) and total loss in real 2019 dollars. To 
examine the relationship between drought-exposed acres and losses, we 
estimate the following model for each crop (corn, wheat, and soybeans):

Lossi,t=β0+β1 droughti,t+γi+at+εi,t                                          (1)

where Lossi,t denotes the measure of loss (2019 dollars) for county i at 
time t, γi denotes county fixed effects, and at denotes time fixed effects. 
For our main specification, loss is measured as the farmer’s deductible. 
However, we estimate a second set of specifications that estimate the 
relationship between drought exposures and total loss (specifically, de-
ductibles + indemnities) for county i at time t. Droughti,t  denotes the 
measure of drought exposure in acres. We run two specifications: an-
nual average exposed acres (all drought categories) and average annual 
acres exposed by drought category (D0–D4). We use county fixed ef-
fects to control for any time-invariant characteristics that are unique to 
that county (such as productivity, style of farming, and location). Time 
fixed effects control for factors that may affect the entire agriculture sec-
tor over time (such as commodity prices, supply and demand, or trade 
policy). 

Additionally, we run a series of unreported robustness checks in-
cluding model specifications that account for irrigated acreage, periods 
of high and low drought severity, trimming outliers, and that use shares 
of exposed acres against shares of lost value. Results from these specifi-
cations are not qualitatively different than our main specification link-
ing drought-exposed acres to losses.   
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Table B-1
Model Results

Panel A: Corn
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Variable
Farmer loss  
(deductible) Total loss 

Farmer loss  
(deductible) Total loss

Total acres in 
drought

41.58***
(24.97)

90.04***
(21.08)

Acres in D0 25.32*** 58.11***

(8.92) (7.46)

Acres in D1 21.23*** 42.31***

(8.38) (7.19)

Acres in D2 44.97*** 88.98***

(10.30) (8.73)

Acres in D3 100.9*** 223.6***

(10.57) (9.87)

Acres in D4 118.8*** 326.9***

(9.00) (8.94)

Constant
−784,518.2***

(−15.79)
−1,791,477.9***

(−14.12)
−546,714.8***

(−12.25)
−1,209,901.5***

(−10.64)

Observations 36,257 36,257 36,257 36,257

Adjusted R2 0.307 0.287 .363 .345

Panel B: Wheat
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Variable
Farmer loss  
(deductible) Total loss 

Farmer loss  
(deductible) Total loss

Total acres in 
drought

19.30***
(24.23)

43.79***
(22.19)

Acres in D0 6.64*** 15.82***

(4.37) (4.27)

Acres in D1 11.13*** 23.49***

(6.84) (6.33)

Acres in D2 18.44*** 39.67***

(6.47) (6.09)

Acres in D3 39.47*** 97.52***

(9.95) (9.53)

Acres in D4 44.42*** 95.95***

(11.83) (10.70)

Constant
−133,031.8***

(−8.02)
−319,218.7***

(−7.98)
−5,226.6***

(−0.35)
−26,768.2***

(−0.72)

Observations 34,385 34,385 34,385 34,385

Adjusted R2 0.262 0.243 .393 .373
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Table B-1 (continued)

Panel C: Soybeans
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Variable
Farmer loss  
(deductible) Total loss 

Farmer loss  
(deductible) Total loss

Total acres in 
drought

20.66***
(25.29)

37.30***
(23.58)

Acres in D0 10.26*** 18.19***

(11.15) (10.76)

Acres in D1 19.19*** 35.30***

(12.20) (11.93)

Acres in D2 24.27*** 38.62***

(9.79) (8.63)

Acres in D3 49.67*** 93.77***

(8.84) (8.82)

Acres in D4 153.4*** 366.2***

(8.96) (8.99)

Constant
−232,319.3***

(−10.25)
−423,355.9***

(−9.46)
−207,714.7***

(−8.98)
−355,838.4***

(−8.42)

Observations 31,504 31,504 31,504 31,504

Adjusted R2 0.257 0.246 .316 .327

* Significant at the 10 percent level
** Significant at the 5 percent level
*** Significant at the 1 percent level

Note: County-clustered standard errors are in parentheses. 
Sources: U.S. Drought Monitor and USDA.
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Endnotes

1The climate and weather variables that make up the U.S. Drought Monitor 
include the Palmer Drought Index, soil moisture, streamflow percentiles, percent 
normal precipitation, a precipitation index, and vegetation health. The drought 
categories are associated with their percentile chance of occurring within a 100-
year period, with lowest-intensity drought D0 (“abnormally dry”) having a 20–30 
percent probability of occurring and D4 (“exceptional drought”) having a less 
than 2 percent probability of occurring (Svoboda and others 2002; Kuwayama 
and others 2018; U.S. Drought Monitor 2020). The drought monitor further 
categorizes drought areas into short-term effects (less than six months) and long-
term effects (greater than six months).

2Values are in CPI-adjusted 2019 dollars. 
3Drought insurance claims include the following natural hazard categories: 

drought, heat, hot wind, and irrigation failure. Flood is the other major natural 
hazard faced by farmers, averaging roughly 30 percent of total crop insurance 
indemnities paid over the last 20 years. 

4In addition to Hawaii and Alaska, we exclude Rhode Island due to its lack 
of drought exposure for the crops we analyze.

5Although irrigation can help some farmers mitigate drought risk during 
episodes of low rainfall, less than 10 percent of U.S. agriculture is irrigated, and 
roughly three-fourths of irrigated land is in the western United States (USDA 
ERS 2019). Even in areas where irrigation is possible, irrigating farmland can 
be expensive and may not completely offset drought risk when it is prolonged 
or extreme (USDA ERS 2019; Foster, Brozović, and Butler 2015). Given the 
relatively low share of irrigated agricultural land in the United States, our main 
analysis does not directly address the relationship between irrigation and drought 
risk. However, we do run a series of robustness checks that includes irrigated acre-
age. Results from these specifications are not qualitatively different than our main 
specification linking drought-exposed acres to losses.

6Our sample window is limited by the availability of drought data, which 
start in 2000 (USDM 2020). Our loss measure, while useful, may underestimate 
farmer losses from drought in two ways. First, our measure does not account for 
“shallow loss,” which is when a farmer’s loss is less than the deductible or coverage 
level. Second, our measure does not capture losses from uninsured crop produc-
tion. For this reason, we focus on corn, soybeans, and wheat, which have high 
crop insurance market penetration. 

7Appendix Table B-1 shows full results for each crop type. We provide results 
for both farmer deductibles and total losses (that is, indemnities + deductibles). 
Without crop insurance, estimated losses for farmers would roughly double.  
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8The unique loss profile for soybeans may be attributable to soybeans’ higher 
yield declines during more extreme dry periods, as soybean production is more 
susceptible to more extreme drought conditions (Troy, Kipgen, and Pal 2015).

9According to the USDA’s Agricultural Resource Management Survey, in 
2018, the size of the average U.S. business farm was 1,023 acres for corn, 675 
acres for soybeans, and 2,466 acres for wheat. Average production value per acre 
from 2000 to 2019 in real CPI-adjusted 2019 U.S. dollars is roughly $599 per 
acre for corn, $214 per acre for wheat, and $441 per acre for soybeans. Farmer loss 
estimates and indemnity estimates are taken from our model coefficient estimates 
in Appendix Table B-1. Indemnity estimates (per acre) are calculated as “Total 
loss” minus “Farmer deductible.” Although we focus a majority of our discussion 
and analysis on farmer losses (deductibles), we show estimated indemnities and 
remaining value to place farmer losses in the context of broader drought losses and 
crop insurance payments.

10To further place farmer loss in context, consider that average net farm in-
come from the USDA’s Agricultural Resources Management Survey (2014–18) in 
real 2019 dollars was roughly $138,000 for corn, $52,000 for wheat, and $88,000 
for soybeans. Although our estimates for direct farmer loss represent a large por-
tion of farmer income, we focus our example for the typical U.S. corn, wheat, and 
soybean farm on farmer losses relative to production value (revenue) rather than 
on income. Farm income is affected by several factors besides production, such 
as labor costs, seed and fertilizer expenses, fuel costs, and government payments. 
During a natural hazard such as drought, farmers may adjust their operations and 
expenses and may receive disaster payments, all of which can affect farm income 
separate from the shock to the farmer’s production. 
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	n September 2008, amid collapsing home prices and soaring mortgage defaults, the U.S. government took control of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the two dominant entities in U.S. residential mortgage markets. Specifically, the government placed Fannie and Freddie into a conservatorship, extending each a $100 billion line of credit and replacing their CEOs and boards of directors. This conservatorship was meant to be temporary to curtail the risk of financial contagion during the financial crisis, conserve the v
	n September 2008, amid collapsing home prices and soaring mortgage defaults, the U.S. government took control of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the two dominant entities in U.S. residential mortgage markets. Specifically, the government placed Fannie and Freddie into a conservatorship, extending each a $100 billion line of credit and replacing their CEOs and boards of directors. This conservatorship was meant to be temporary to curtail the risk of financial contagion during the financial crisis, conserve the v
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	The conservatorship together with other mortgage-finance institutions have been meeting several important goals over the past few years, arguably satisfying most households’ mortgage needs and, on balance, supporting financial stability. Even so, almost all policymakers, researchers, and industry advocates agree on the need to move to a system of mortgage finance in which the government plays a less direct role. Such a system might also better achieve certain goals such as holding down mortgage interest rat
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	This primer reviews the current system of mortgage finance and analyzes the key issues policymakers face in reforming it, including what to do with Fannie and Freddie. While policymakers have reached a rough consensus on several key issues, such as allowing the government to continue to help some households finance purchasing homes, they disagree on the share of mortgage lending the government should backstop against widespread defaults and how many companies should have access to the backstop.
	-

	Section I reviews the U.S. system of financing mortgages for single-family homes in the years leading up to and during the conservatorship. Section II describes some strengths and weaknesses of the current system under the conservatorship. Section III discusses the extent to which the government should backstop residential mortgage lending and the number of companies that should succeed Fannie and Freddie.
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	I. The U.S. System of Mortgage Finance 
	Fannie Mae—formally, the Federal National Mortgage Association—was established as a federal government agency during the Great Depression to increase the supply of mortgage funds available across the country. Rather than lending to consumers directly, Fannie Mae purchased mortgage loans from private lenders, typically banks, in the “secondary” mortgage market. In doing so, Fannie Mae increased lenders’ funds so that they could extend new mortgage loans. 
	-
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	The loans Fannie Mae purchased were limited to those insured by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), meaning the FHA covered any delinquent payments by borrowers and paid off mortgages in the event of foreclosure. Fannie Mae retained some of the loans it purchased and pooled others together to sell as securities. Private investors in these mortgage-backed securities (MBS) received monthly cash flows based on borrowers’ payments of principal and interest on the mortgages in the underlying pool. The FHA 
	-
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	-
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	Over the following decades, Fannie Mae went through a series of transformations. Most importantly, in 1968, Congress rechartered Fannie as a government-sponsored enterprise (GSE). Henceforth, Fannie Mae would be a for-profit, shareholder-owned company regulated by the Department of Housing and Urban Development, raising funds on public stock and bond markets while retaining its government mandate to increase liquidity in secondary mortgage markets. A new government organization known as Ginnie Mae (formally
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	Two years later, in 1970, Congress chartered a second housing GSE, Freddie Mac (the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation). Like Fannie, Freddie purchased eligible mortgages from lenders and imposed relatively conservative underwriting standards. But instead of holding these loans in portfolio, Freddie Mac pooled most of them into securities that it sold to investors. In return for a fee, Freddie Mac guaranteed investors that the securities would pay out as scheduled even if borrowers missed payments or de
	Securitizing mortgages proved more profitable than holding them in portfolio, so Fannie shifted to this model during the 1980s, as both its business and that of Freddie soared. The blue bars in Chart 1 show that MBS guaranteed by Fannie or Freddie increased from 7 percent of U.S. single-family mortgage debt in 1980 to 26 percent in 1990. The green bars, which add loans securitized by Ginnie Mae, show that MBS guaranteed by the three firms rose from 17 percent of single-family mortgage debt in 1980 to 41 per
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	The orange bars in Chart 1 show that “private-label” securities became increasingly popular during the 1990s, as Fannie and Freddie’s success begot increasing competition from investment banks. Rather than guaranteeing payments, investment banks issued MBS that were split into different tranches of seniority: more junior tranches, which paid a higher interest rate, absorbed any delinquencies and defaults before the more senior tranches. Some of these private-label securities bundled “jumbo” loans—which had 
	-
	-

	Partly in response to the competition from private investment banks, Fannie and Freddie took on increasing risk during the early 2000s. For example, the share of mortgage loans Fannie and Freddie purchased that had down payments of 10 percent or less of the home’s appraised value increased substantially from 2003 to 2007, as did the share of mortgages with nonstandard features such as an initial period during which principal payments were not required (Frame and others 2015). At the same time, borrowers beg
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	The undercapitalization of Fannie and Freddie, the increased riskiness of their portfolios, and the increasingly risky loans they guaranteed were made possible by lax regulation and investors’ inattention to the firms’ creditworthiness. First, Fannie and Freddie’s safety-and-soundness regulator at the time, the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO), lacked the authority to set capital standards or place Fannie and Freddie into bankruptcy. In addition, the OFHEO was funded by congressional a
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	Home prices peaked in mid-2006 and then began sharply contracting in early 2007, eventually provoking a wave of mortgage defaults that threatened Fannie and Freddie’s solvency. In response, the government placed both firms into a conservatorship on September 6, 2008. Specifically, Fannie and Freddie were placed under the control of a recently created regulator, the Federal Housing Financing Agency (FHFA), which immediately replaced the chief executives and directors of each firm. The goal of the conservator
	-
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	Over the remainder of 2008 through the first quarter of 2012, Fannie and Freddie together drew $187.5 billion from the Treasury. The firms used a portion of these draws to pay the required dividend; in other words, Fannie and Freddie used injections from the Treasury to pay the Treasury. Partly to stop this circularity, the FHFA modified the preferred stock purchase agreement in mid-2012: instead of paying the 10 percent dividend, Fannie and Freddie would henceforth pay any profits they earned to the Treasu
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	Fannie and Freddie remain the two most dominant entities in single-family residential finance, together guaranteeing almost half of newly originated mortgages in 2018. Including loans insured by the FHA, VA, and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), the federal government directly controls entities guaranteeing more than two-thirds of single-family residential lending. 
	II. Strengths and Weaknesses of the Current System
	The government’s direct control of the majority of residential mortgage funding has concerned policymakers for a variety of reasons, including possible lack of competition, mispricing of credit, inefficiencies, and excessive taxpayer-financed support. However, unwinding the conservatorship has proved challenging. Any mortgage-finance system that replaces it will need to balance five competing goals: meeting households’ mortgage credit needs, holding down taxpayer support, supporting financial stability, mai
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Meeting households’ mortgage credit needs
	The current system of U.S. mortgage finance under the conservatorship and government-insured lending appears, on balance, to be meeting the mortgage needs of most middle-income households. In particular, it lowers interest rates on backstopped mortgages, contributes to the viability of long-term fixed-rate mortgages, and arguably lets most households with at least moderate creditworthiness access mortgage borrowing. To be sure, high housing prices have made purchasing a home a steep financial challenge. But
	-
	-
	-

	One way the current system lowers mortgage interest rates is by eliminating default risk. Specifically, the full-faith U.S. government backstop drives high demand for agency MBS—those guaranteed by Fannie, Freddie, or Ginnie—by risk-adverse investors such as insurance firms and foreign central banks. This high demand increases the market value of individual mortgages eligible to be included in the underlying pools, in turn allowing lenders to offer lower interest rates to households. When credit markets are
	-
	-

	In eliminating default risk, the backstop also lowers borrower interest rates by increasing the market liquidity of agency securities. The liquidity of a market—the ease of matching buyers and sellers—depends on the substitutability of the traded securities. For some securities, such as a specific company’s common stock, the traded shares are identical and thus considered perfect substitutes. In contrast, agency MBS with the same identifying characteristics—such as the specific guarantor (Fannie, Freddie, o
	-
	-
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	In addition to lowering interest rates, the high liquidity of the agency market also contributes to the viability of long-term fixed-rate mortgages, which are far and away the most popular mortgage type in the United States but are widely available in only one other country, Denmark (Wachter and Tracy 2016; Wachter 2018). For a depository institution, lending at a fixed interest rate for a long duration, such as 30 years, incurs high risk: rising rates can considerably lower the value of such loans, thereby
	-
	-
	 
	 
	 
	-

	Finally, middle-income households arguably retain ample access to mortgage credit under the current system, though not necessarily because of the government backstop. In 2019, for example, 72 percent of U.S. adults with a credit history had sufficient credit to qualify for a mortgage (Housing Finance Policy Center 2020; Dornhelm 2019). Similarly, income requirements have remained moderate relative to loan amounts, allowing households to take on considerable debt. For example, the median debt service-to-inco
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	A possible weakness of the current system’s ability to meet households’ mortgage needs is its lack of competition. The government directly controls all of the agencies with access to its backstop, dulling their incentives to compete. A lack of competition may allow Fannie and Freddie to operate inefficiently, increasing guarantee fees paid by lenders, and, in turn, increasing interest rates as lenders pass these fees on to borrowers. Moreover, a lack of competition may allow Fannie and Freddie to become com
	-
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	Minimizing taxpayer-financed support
	The current system has had mixed success achieving a second key goal of mortgage finance: minimizing taxpayer-financed spending, especially by reducing the collective liability associated with widespread mortgage defaults. The FHA has largely been successful in controlling costs to the taxpayer. Due to the insurance reserve it maintains, funded by an upfront fee on mortgage originations and a continuing annual fee on unpaid balances, the FHA has only needed to draw from the Treasury once—in 2013 for a relat
	-
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	In recent years, the FHFA has directed Fannie and Freddie to put in place buffers that can absorb large losses. To do so, in 2013 Fannie and Freddie began contracting with private investors, reinsurance companies, and lending banks to cover losses when mortgages in the pools backing MBS default. These “credit risk transfers” (CRTs) include securities Fannie and Freddie sell to private investors, from whom they receive principal payments when mortgages default; reinsurance, which Fannie and Freddie purchase 
	-
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	However, as of the end of 2019, the value of CRTs for single-family mortgages was only about 2 percent of Fannie and Freddie’s outstanding guarantees, which is unlikely to cover losses in the event of widespread mortgage defaults. During the Great Recession, Fannie and Freddie’s losses on single-family mortgages approximated 5 percent of guaranteed value. Taking into account the higher credit quality of recently securitized single-family mortgages, a crisis similar in magnitude to 2007–10 would likely entai
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	Financial stability 
	The current mortgage-finance system also has some strengths in addressing the goal of financial stability. Most importantly, the full-faith government guarantee of MBS issued by Fannie and Freddie and loans insured by the FHA, VA, or USDA—together with their high combined market share—greatly diminishes the possibility that widespread mortgage defaults would seize up financial markets. The vast aggregate value of U.S. residential mortgage debt, approximately $11 trillion in 2018, is held in large quantities
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	A potential weakness of the current system in terms of financial stability are the dulled incentives to monitor Fannie and Freddie’s credit quality (described in Section I). However, the credit quality of Fannie and Freddie’s loan pools as of mid-2020 appear to remain high. One reason for this relatively high credit quality may be the political pressure to avoid another rescue and the associated careful scrutiny by the FHFA. A second reason may be careful scrutiny by investors in Fannie and Freddie’s CRTs. 
	-

	Maintaining the flow of new mortgage credit during periods of financial stress
	Another strength of the current system is that the government backstop critically contributes to keeping new mortgage credit flowing when financial markets are stressed, helping to stave off a collapse of residential investment. Maintaining the flow of mortgage credit also helps transmit monetary policy easing, allowing homeowners to refinance at lower interest rates. Currently, backstopped lending can quickly scale up to meet most demand for mortgage lending. During the financial crisis, mortgages insured 
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	A corresponding weakness, however, is that a significant share of the ramped-up lending during times of financial stress may be for unduly risky transactions. For example, Fannie and Freddie significantly increased mortgage purchases in the year leading up to the financial crisis to replace withdrawn funding from other channels. Loans with approximately 12 percent of the value of the ramped-up purchases eventually defaulted, up from less than 2 percent of the value of loans purchased by Fannie and Freddie i
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	Access to affordable housing 
	Finally, the current system of backstopped lending provides some support for affordable housing for LMI households. The FHA, for example, has historically focused on insuring loans to first-time homebuyers, LMI households, and households with credit histories that make them ineligible for Fannie and Freddie securitization (Congressional Research Service 2019). For these mortgages, the FHA requires a down payment of just 3.5 percent. In addition, Fannie and Freddie have long had to meet annual affordable hou
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	 Despite this support, the success of the current mortgage-finance system in improving access to affordable housing by LMI households is unclear. On the one hand, FHA insurance and guarantees by Fannie and Freddie have helped millions of LMI households obtain mortgage financing. On the other hand, single-family home prices remain high for many households, in part reflecting the current system’s widespread access to mortgage financing. Renting an apartment is typically less expensive and thus may be a better
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	III. Reforming Mortgage Finance 
	Many of the strengths of the current system of mortgage finance—including relatively low borrower interest rates, the widespread availability of long-term fixed-rate mortgages, and the continued flow of new credit during periods of financial stress—at least partly depend on the government backstop. Thus, any plan to end the conservatorship will likely retain at least a portion of it. However, questions remain over the appropriate “footprint” of the government backstop as well as how many guarantors—entities
	-
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	The backstop footprint
	A broad consensus holds that the government should continue to backstop at least some residential mortgage debt (Wachter 2018; Bright and DeMarco 2016; Wallison and Pinto 2018; Fisher and others 2018). But policymakers disagree on the ideal size of the backstop footprint. The current footprint constitutes mortgage-backed securities guaranteed by Fannie and Freddie as well as government-insured lending via the FHA, VA, or USDA. Most remaining residential mortgages are either held in portfolio by financial in
	-
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	The size of the backstop footprint relative to other mortgage lending is primarily determined by three factors: eligibility criteria for backstopped loans, capital requirements for existing or new guarantors, and fees the government charges guarantors, lenders, and households for access to the backstop. Tight eligibility criteria, high capital requirements, and high government fees narrow the footprint. Relaxed eligibility criteria, low capital requirements, and low government fees broaden it. The three fac
	-
	-
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	Eligibility criteria help determine the backstop footprint by including or excluding specific types of households, risk profiles, and loan purposes in backstopped lending. Some reformers have proposed adjusting eligibility criteria to explicitly limit the backstop footprint—for example, by excluding loans to purchase a vacation home, purchase a home as an investment, or refinance an existing mortgage while increasing the loan principal.  
	-
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	Capital requirements and government fees also help determine the backstop footprint by making backstopped lending more or less competitive relative to non-backstopped lending. Higher capital requirements and government fees increase the charges Fannie and Freddie collect from borrower payments before passing the remaining cash flow on to investors; these higher charges are, in turn, passed on to individual borrowers in the form of higher interest rates. Higher interest rates make backstopped loans less comp
	-
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	As noted in the previous section, a broad government backstop contributes positively to several mortgage-finance goals. First, a broad backstop implies that a large share of homeowners enjoy the lower mortgage interest rates made possible by the government guarantee. Second, a broad backstop helps maintain the widespread availability of long-term fixed-rate mortgages. Third, a broad backstop has sufficient baseline capacity to quickly ramp up funding when other channels of mortgage credit dry up, thereby ke
	-

	However, policymakers may prefer a somewhat smaller footprint to encourage competition with respect to innovation and interest rates, thereby better meeting households’ mortgage needs. This competition may be among guarantors and government agencies within the backstop footprint, among private financial firms operating outside the footprint, and between those operating inside the footprint and those operating outside of it. An especially broad footprint would limit competition only to guarantors and governm
	-

	An intermediate-sized footprint, rather than a narrow one, may also better meet the goal of limiting taxpayer-funded spending on mortgage finance. Although a narrow footprint would minimize explicitly obligated government outlays, it may on net lead to greater total outlays in the event of a financial crisis. In 2008, for example, the threat of severe financial consequences motivated the government to rescue Fannie and Freddie even though it was not obligated to do so. Expectations of a similar government r
	-
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	The three determinants of the backstop footprint—eligibility criteria, capital requirements, and government fees—also have their own, independent effects on mortgage-finance goals that may work in the opposite direction of their indirect effects through the size of the footprint.  For example, tighter eligibility criteria for loans included in backstopped MBS may directly increase financial stability by requiring characteristics that make default less likely, such as a high credit score, large down payment,
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	The number of guarantors
	Several reform proposals seek to spur additional competition within the backstop footprint by increasing the number of guarantors. Doing so, however, potentially threatens the current system’s high liquidity, undermining some of its key strengths. The liquidity of an asset partly depends on the value of the asset that is outstanding and the number of investors who own it. For example, Fannie Mae’s MBS have historically traded at a slight premium to Freddie Mac’s MBS, reflecting an outstanding value that has
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	One way to avoid decreased liquidity is to make different guarantors’ MBS almost perfectly substitutable, allowing them to be traded interchangeably (that is, without knowing the identity of the guarantor). Fannie and Freddie, at the direction of the FHFA, achieved this interchangeability in mid-2019. For new guarantors to achieve the same interchangeability, they would also need to eliminate default risk (as described in Section II). In addition, new guarantors would need to closely align the prepayment ri
	-
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	Maintaining interchangeability with just Fannie and Freddie as guarantors presents a considerable challenge. To help do so, the FHFA closely monitors prepayment rates and issues guidance on pooling practices (FHFA 2019a, 2019b). Maintaining interchangeability among even a few more guarantors may not be possible, especially if the guarantors differentiate themselves by focusing their purchases on mortgages originated in specific lending markets across which prepayment risks diverge (Wachter 2018). For exampl
	-
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	A possible alternative way to maintain high liquidity with multiple guarantors is to combine mortgage pools created by each into a single traded MBS, similar to how Ginnie Mae securitizes loans insured by the FHA, VA, or USDA (Bright and DeMarco 2016). In this context, it is helpful to think of the individual guarantors as issuers of pooled mortgages, which they originate themselves or purchase from other lenders. Each month, hundreds of these issuers contribute mortgage pools that Ginnie Mae bundles into a
	-

	This system of multiple issuers providing a first-level guarantee and a bundling organization providing a second-level one could be adapted to bundle pools of uninsured mortgages.  To do so successfully, issuers and bundling organizations would need to hold considerably larger capital buffers than under the current Ginnie Mae system, reflecting the requirements to permanently rather than temporarily cover borrower arrears and to purchase defaulted mortgages. The deeper capital buffers would likely need to i
	-
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	The ideal number of guarantors thus depends on whether guarantors issue MBS that are sufficiently substitutable to be interchangeable or instead issue pools of mortgages that a second-level guarantor bundles into a single MBS. The first option, which would likely require no more than a few guarantors, has the advantage of being similar to the present system, thus minimizing possible disruptions and unforeseen consequences. The second option, which would allow for numerous first-level guarantors, promises mo
	-
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	Conclusion
	More than 11 years after the onset of the 2007–08 financial crisis, the U.S. government continues to directly control the two most dominant firms in U.S. residential markets, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Including the activity of the FHA, VA, and USDA, the U.S. government currently backstops more than two-thirds of newly originated single-family mortgages. Although the current setup appears on balance to meet households’ mortgage needs, a reformed system of mortgage finance may be better able to achieve cert
	-
	-

	In balancing goals, proposed reforms must address two key questions: how broadly the backstop footprint should extend and how many guarantors it should include. An intermediate-sized footprint will likely maintain many of the strengths of the current system while encouraging competition with respect to innovation and interest rates. The number of guarantors is more difficult to determine. If these guarantors continue to issue their own MBS, the number will need to be limited to maintain the present system’s
	-
	-
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	Of course, reforms may also address several other concerns, from improving LMI households’ access to affordable housing, to implementing and enforcing regulation, to smoothing the transition to the reformed system. Reaching legislative consensus on how to address these concerns while meeting households’ mortgage credit needs, holding down taxpayer support, supporting financial stability, and maintaining the flow of new mortgage credit during financial crises represents a steep challenge, especially to the e
	-
	-
	-
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	Endnotes
	Endnotes
	Ginnie Mae began securitizing mortgages insured by the U.S. Department of Agriculture Rural Housing Service in the mid-1990s. It also currently securitizes a small number of mortgages insured by the Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Office of Public and Indian Housing.
	1
	-

	Single-family homes are those in which a physical structure includes only one housing unit. Physical structures are considered distinct from each other if they are separated by a ground-to-roof wall and do not share heating, air-conditioning, and other utilities. Thus, some row houses and townhouses are considered single family. Fannie and Freddie classify some MBS as single family that include mortgages on housing structures with two to four units and mortgages on individual condominium and cooperative uni
	2
	-
	-

	A secondary mortgage is subordinate to a first mortgage in the sense that any proceeds from the sale of a foreclosed home go first to pay off the primary mortgage. However, a homeowner’s decision to default typically depends on the combined servicing costs and unpaid principal of both mortgages.
	3

	Strong evidence supports that profitability was the main motivation for Fannie and Freddie’s purchases of Alt-A and subprime MBS (Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission 2011). However, Wallison (2011) presents a dissenting view, suggesting the purchases were primarily to meet affordable housing goals set by Fannie and Freddie’s regulator.  
	4
	-
	-
	-

	Fannie Mae drew down an additional $3.7 billion in 2017. 
	5

	The agency market is made up of a number of submarkets. Until recently, Fannie, Freddie, and Ginnie MBS traded in separate submarkets. (Starting in mid-2019, newly issued Fannie and Freddie MBS traded on the same market.) Each of these submarkets is further divided based on MBS maturity (15, 20, or 30 years) and coupon rate (interest rate on the face value of the MBS, denominated in 50 basis point increments). 
	6
	-

	Lenders typically use FICO scores as a measure of a person’s creditworthiness. The 10th percentile FICO score on newly originated mortgages to purchase a home, which I use as a lower-bound measure of the creditworthiness to qualify for a mortgage, hovered near 650 from 2014 through 2019 (Housing Finance Policy Center 2020). Among persons with sufficient previous commercial borrowing to calculate a FICO score, 72 percent received a score of 650 or higher in 2019 (Dornhelm 2019). A large share of those with s
	7
	-
	-
	-

	The cash down-payment median of 6 percent in 2019 corresponds to a combined loan-to-value (LTV) median of 94 percent. The combined LTV measures the sum of the principal borrowed from first and second mortgages relative to the purchase price of a home.  
	8
	-

	To be sure, several important innovations took place during the conservatorship. For example, Fannie and Freddie introduced a new investment product in 2013 that let them transfer a significant portion of MBS credit risk to private investors. 
	9
	-

	The principal payments from CRT investors are pre-funded in the sense that Fannie and Freddie reduce future cash flow payments to investors rather than actually collecting new funds.
	10

	As of the fourth quarter of 2019, Freddie Mac had in force CRTs equal to 2.3 percent of its outstanding single-family MBS (Freddie Mac 2020). Data to calculate the comparable 2019 coverage for Fannie Mae were not available. From 2013 to 2018, cumulative CRTs on single-family mortgages equaled 2.1 percent of Freddie’s single-family MBS issuance and 1.5 percent of Fannie’s single-family MBS issuance, with a combined share of 1.7 percent. But a portion of these CRTs and the corresponding mortgage pools was pai
	11

	Estimated losses are for mortgages securitized in 2007, the vintage that performed worst. 
	12
	-

	Following the escalation of the COVID-19 pandemic in February 2020, fears that agency MBS would default appear to have been minimal. While the interest-rate spread of agency MBS over matched-duration Treasuries spiked in mid-March, this largely reflected short-term liquidity conditions as bond funds sold off a wide range of assets to meet investor redemptions. As of early May, agency MBS spreads have fallen back to their level prior to the pandemic. The government backstop has likely played an important rol
	13

	The extent to which the government backstop is keeping new mortgage credit flowing during the COVID-19 pandemic is less clear. Surveys suggest that credit standards for mortgages eligible to be insured by the FHA or for purchase by Fannie and Freddie have tightened, though by considerably less than for loans with principal above the eligibility limit. The tightening for eligible mortgages partly reflects increased uncertainty about households’ income rather than financing conditions per se. It also partly r
	14
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	For example, one goal for 2018–20 is that 24 percent of the mortgages in single-family pools be to families with income no greater than 80 percent of their area’s median income. Another goal is that 6 percent of such mortgages be to families with incomes no greater than 50 percent of their area’s median income. 
	15

	The relevant legislation designated three underserved markets: manufactured housing, affordable housing preservation, and rural housing. 
	16
	-

	Home prices would likely be lower if mortgage financing were less readily available (Fisher and others 2018; Wallison and Pinto 2018).
	17

	For example, the “Housing Finance Reform and Taxpayer Protection Act of 2014” proposes replacing Fannie and Freddie with multiple private guarantors, whose MBS would be backed by a government-run insurance fund. The Mortgage Bankers Association (2017) recommends rechartering Fannie and Freddie as the first of multiple regulated utilities issuing interchangeable MBS. 
	18
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	A drawback of such a system is that the prepayment risk of the single security depends on the prepayment risk of each of the underlying MBS, making the security vulnerable to the pooling practices of individual guarantors. For example, some lender/guarantors of VA-insured loans encourage borrowers to rapidly refinance to generate origination fees. The associated high prepayment rates depress the price of Ginnie Mae securities, contributing to higher interest rates on all loans insured by the FHA, VA, and US
	19
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	uring the 2008–09 financial crisis, the U.S. government acted quickly to prevent the commercial banking system from shutting down. Policymakers arranged bailouts of major banks to prevent a suspension of bank deposits, where banks cease paying checks and refuse depositors’ requests to withdraw funds. These bailouts helped the United States avoid a kind of financial paralysis in which firms are unable to pay workers and households cannot pay for goods and services. However, since 2008, many policymakers and 
	uring the 2008–09 financial crisis, the U.S. government acted quickly to prevent the commercial banking system from shutting down. Policymakers arranged bailouts of major banks to prevent a suspension of bank deposits, where banks cease paying checks and refuse depositors’ requests to withdraw funds. These bailouts helped the United States avoid a kind of financial paralysis in which firms are unable to pay workers and households cannot pay for goods and services. However, since 2008, many policymakers and 
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	Crucial to this debate is an accurate assessment of the costs and benefits of preventing a suspension of bank deposits, which can be difficult to determine. Prevention costs, for example, go beyond bailout spending in moments of crisis. Preventing deposit suspensions also involves significant spending on the ongoing operations of regulatory agencies, which can amount to billions of dollars each year. Benefits can be even more challenging to determine with precision, as policymakers cannot directly observe t
	-
	-

	One way to circumvent these challenges is to study the effects of more recent deposit suspensions that occurred at the state level. In this article, we study the effects of deposit suspensions in Nebraska in 1983, Ohio and Maryland in 1985, and Rhode Island in 1991. We find that the effect of the suspensions varied by the phase of the business cycle as well as the duration and magnitude of the suspensions. In Rhode Island, which underwent a long and complete deposit suspension in a recession, the suspension
	-
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	-
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	Section I reviews the causes of the four state deposit suspensions. Section II summarizes the effect of deposit suspensions on macroeconomic aggregates in each of the four states. Section III discusses the lessons from the four state suspensions and their implications for evaluating interventions during the global financial crisis.
	-
	-

	I.  The Causes of Bank Deposit Suspensions
	Historically, policymakers have suspended deposits—that is, temporarily prohibited depositors from withdrawing their funds—to prevent bank runs. Bank runs deplete banks’ resources and can trigger bank failures if left unchecked. In the Great Depression, for example, depositors grew concerned about the safety of their funds and withdrew them simultaneously, jeopardizing the stability of thousands of banks and prompting deposit suspensions (Richardson 2013). To prevent the recurrence of pervasive bank runs an
	-
	-
	-
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	These regulatory reforms did not end bank runs entirely. Although the FDIC and FLSIC insured a significant share of deposits made at banks with federal charters, many banks chartered at the state level did not have these protections and were instead insured by state-level private deposit insurers. Because state-insured banks were outside the supervisory purview of federal agencies, the Federal Reserve, the FDIC, and the FSLIC could not take preemptive actions to prevent bank failures or support the financia
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	The failure of mismanaged institutions was merely a catalyst for the failure of state deposit insurers, which had deep-rooted weaknesses. State-level insurance systems collected premiums from their member banks that were too low relative to the risk they insured. Furthermore, the insurers’ members were predominantly inadequately regulated institutions with weak risk-management practices and thereby posed a risk to the solvency of the insurance fund (English 1993). Poorly managed state-insured institutions a
	-
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	After the four states suspended deposits, the FDIC, FSLIC, and Federal Reserve took steps to minimize the severity and duration of the ensuing economic shock. The FDIC and FSLIC accelerated the process of transitioning state-insured institutions in Ohio, Maryland, and Rhode Island to federal insurance. The Federal Reserve rerouted all automated clearinghouse (ACH) payments in Rhode Island to federally insured institutions and relaxed restrictions on mortgage lending to keep payments and credit flowing. Stat
	-
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	Although the four state deposit suspensions had similar causes, they occurred in very different economic environments. In Chen and others (2020), we compile data on of each of the four deposit suspensions and their macroeconomic consequences. Table 1 summarizes key differences across the four episodes. A fundamental difference across the four states was the phase of the business cycle in which they suspended deposits, as measured by per capita personal income. Rhode Island was the only state to suspend depo
	-
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	A second difference across states was the extent of the deposit suspensions. The suspension in Rhode Island was complete: depositors did not have access to any of their deposits until institutions were reopened or payouts were made to depositors by a state government agency. In contrast, suspensions in the remaining three states were partial. Depositors in Maryland and Ohio were permitted to withdraw up to $1,000 and $750 a month, respectively. In Nebraska, depositors retained access to their checking accou
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	Finally, the suspension lasted longer in Rhode Island than in Maryland, Ohio, and Nebraska. Rhode Island’s governor suspended deposits in January 1991, and nearly three years elapsed before all depositors in the state were fully repaid. Around 50 percent of deposits were paid out or made accessible in the first six months, another 46 percent were paid out in the following year, and the remaining 4 percent were paid out in September 1993. In contrast, governments in Maryland and Ohio acted quickly to establi
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	Political factors played a substantial role in delaying the resolution of the crisis in Rhode Island. Instead of using state funds to resolve the crisis, Rhode Island’s government first sought to raise funds by requesting bailouts from the federal government. Although the federal government provided a loan guarantee for Rhode Island bonds, it did not offer direct assistance. The state also filed lawsuits against failed institutions and the auditor of the state insurance fund to recover lost deposits. This s
	-
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	II.  Macroeconomic Consequences of Suspensions of Bank Payments
	 

	Deposit suspensions have the potential to generate widespread economic consequences. However, the effects of deposit suspensions likely vary based on the duration and intensity of the suspension. To account for differences in deposit suspensions across Rhode Island, Maryland, Nebraska, and Ohio, we measure the difference between actual economic outcomes in each state following the deposit suspensions and “counterfactual” outcomes—those realizations estimated to have occurred had states not suspended payment
	-
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	Measuring counterfactual outcomes can be challenging. In Rhode Island, for example, estimating the counterfactual outcome means quantifying economic activity in a hypothetical parallel world in which the state did not suspend bank deposits in 1991. We estimate this hypothetical outcome by using the weighted average of economic outcomes from states that most resembled Rhode Island before suspensions in 1991. We refer to this subgroup of states as “control states.” We similarly estimate the hypothetical econo
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	The economic indicators for which we estimate counterfactuals are the unemployment rate, the labor force participation rate, employment, and output. These economic indicators broadly describe the health of an economy and represent key measures of interest to policymakers. The unemployment rate measures the share of individuals who do not have a job, are available for work, and have actively looked for work in the four weeks prior to measurement. The labor force participation rate measures the proportion of 
	Chart 1 shows differences in the paths of the unemployment rate, the labor force participation rate, employment, and gross state product in Rhode Island alongside their estimated counterfactuals. Panel A of Chart 1 shows that before the deposit suspension, the unemployment rate in Rhode Island moved in lockstep with the counterfactual from control states. However, after deposits were suspended, the two series diverged: the unemployment rate in the control states peaked in December 1991 and began to decline,
	-

	Panels B through D of Chart 1 show that the deposit suspension in Rhode Island also are estimated to have had persistent effects on the labor force participation rate, employment, and gross state product. Panel B shows that the suspension lowered the labor force participation rate by 3 percentage points relative to control states. The effect peaked nearly four years after deposits were first suspended, and the recovery was gradual: by 2001, the labor force participation rate was still more than 1.5 percenta
	-
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	Table 2 provides quantitative support to the graphical overview by summarizing the effects of deposit suspensions on nine state-level series. For each series, the table reports the average difference between outcomes in each of the four states and their estimated counterfactuals two and five years after the suspensions. The second column indicates the direction of difference between observed and counterfactual outcomes that is characteristic of an adverse change in each series. Examples of adverse changes i
	-
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	The first row of Table 2 indicates two years after the deposit suspension, the unemployment rate in Rhode Island was on average 0.63 percentage point higher than the counterfactual. Five years after the suspension, unemployment in Rhode Island was on average 0.94 percentage point higher than in controls. Mortgage delinquency and bankruptcy filings were also higher on average in Rhode Island relative to their counterfactuals two and five years after deposits were suspended. Conversely, output, employment, th
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	In contrast, the results for Maryland, Ohio, and Nebraska in Table 2 reveal that their deposit suspensions hardly affected the economies of those states. The effects we estimate for these states are small or are consistent with economic expansion, rather than contraction. Specifically, we find that in Maryland and Nebraska, the unemployment rate declined and per capita personal income and employment increased relative to control states. In Ohio, the unemployment rate increased and output declined over the t
	-
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	III. Lessons and Implications for the Global Financial Crisis
	 

	In the immediate aftermath of the deposit suspension in Rhode Island, states worked to root out the institutional features that kindled the crisis. Most states made it mandatory for depository institutions to obtain federal insurance and phased out state deposit insurance systems (English 1993). By 2007, no state-level primary insurers for banks and savings associations remained. As of 2017, only 2 percent of credit unions are privately insured and outside the coverage of the National Credit Union Associati
	-

	However, the financial landscape in the United States evolved from the early 1990s to 2008, and other vulnerabilities emerged. Banks held increasingly complex financial securities on their balance sheets, and the actual risks inherent in these products were not apparent. Moreover, the financial system became more integrated over time, exposing banks to weaknesses in institutions beyond the commercial banking sector such as investment banks and insurance companies. These vulnerabilities came to the fore duri
	 The broad policy lesson from Rhode Island is that banking crises that occur in a contraction, such as the collapse of large financial services firms during the global financial crisis, require earlier and more forceful interventions. The delayed interventions in Rhode Island lengthened and deepened the contraction that the state was already experiencing. During the global financial crisis, legislative measures enacted to rescue the banking system were subject to public criticism owing to the use of taxpaye
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	Policymakers’ fears of deposit suspensions likely would have materialized absent interventions to check the spread of panic among depositors. Our results indicate that if deposits had been suspended during the global financial crisis, the trough of the recession in the United States would have been deeper and longer, and adverse effects on output, employment, the labor force participation rate, and bankruptcies would have persisted long after the crisis began. Timely interventions from the Federal Reserve a
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	Conclusion
	Interventions taken to stabilize the financial system after the 2008 financial crisis were controversial at the time due to perceived high costs to taxpayers. However, the costs of allowing the bank system to shut down may have been much higher in the longer term. We study modern episodes of state deposit suspensions to quantify the effects of shutting down the commercial banking system on aggregate economic activity. We find that the suspension in Rhode Island, which was imposed during a recession, increas
	-
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	The events in Rhode Island offer a crucial lesson in safeguarding the financial system against future payments crises. Adequate regulation and supervision of depository institutions are essential in preventing deposit suspensions. In the wake of the global financial crisis, the Dodd-Frank Act introduced new regulations aimed at limiting excessive risk-taking and enhancing the resilience of the banking system. Some of these measures include stress tests, capital regulations and requirements for complex finan
	-
	-
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	Notes: In the column “Type” under “Insured Institutions,” B indicates banks, T indicates trust companies, and 
	Notes: In the column “Type” under “Insured Institutions,” B indicates banks, T indicates trust companies, and 
	Notes: In the column “Type” under “Insured Institutions,” B indicates banks, T indicates trust companies, and 
	CU indicates credit unions and cooperative credit corporations. SL indicates savings and loans and similar thrifts, 
	including building and loans, mutual savings banks, and industrial loan and investment companies.

	Sources: Todd (1994), House of Representatives (1991), Wood (1992), Nebraska (1984), and Bureau of Economic 
	Sources: Todd (1994), House of Representatives (1991), Wood (1992), Nebraska (1984), and Bureau of Economic 
	Analysis (Haver Analytics). 
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	Endnotes
	Endnotes
	The FSLIC was closed in 1989 due to insolvency. Following the FSLIC’s closure, the FDIC took over insurance of savings and loans institutions. The amount insured by the FDIC has been increased by Congress several times since its inception and is currently $250,000 per depositor per FDIC-insured bank for each account ownership category.
	1

	The state-level insurance funds that became insolvent were the Maryland Savings Share Insurance Corporation (MSSIC), the Nebraska Depository Insurance Guaranty Corporation (NDIGC), the Ohio Deposit Guaranty Fund (ODGF), and the Rhode Island Share and Deposit Indemnity Corporation (RISDIC). The NDIGC failed in 1983, the MSSIC and ODGF in 1985, and the RISDIC in 1991. The insurance corporations were chartered at the state level but did not have financial backing from the state government. They raised capital 
	2
	-

	The Depositors Economic Protection Corporation, which was set up by the state government to return depositors’ funds from suspended accounts, took over deposits from the RISDIC. 
	3

	The certificates of deposit were issued by industrial savings companies and were called “investment certificates.”
	4 

	Institutions had to demonstrate that they were solvent, financially stable, and able to conform to the FDIC or FSLIC’s regulatory requirements to be eligible to receive insurance from either of the two agencies.
	5
	-

	This method, known as “synthetic control,” was originally developed by Abadie and Gardeazabal (2003). In Chen and others (2020), we develop a Bayesian synthetic control method based on the earlier authors’ technique. The key difference between the two is that our method offers a systematic technique to determine when a measured effect is statistically important. These inferences are still an ongoing area of research under the former method. 
	6
	-

	The CredAbility Consumer Distress Index is a comprehensive measure of the financial condition of the average American household. A lower value is indicative of greater financial distress. 
	7
	-

	The U.S. Treasury provided capital to banks under TARP by purchasing their preferred shares. TARP aimed to restore financial stability by bolstering banks’ capital.  
	8

	Under the Temporary Liquidity Guarantee Program, the FDIC guaranteed newly issued debt by banks, thrifts, and their holding companies. This guarantee was provided to restore creditors’ confidence in debt issued by financial institutions. 
	9

	Articles in the press have suggested that the government profited from TARP given net receipts from assisted financial institutions. However, Lucas (2019) concludes that the bailouts involved net costs of $500 billion by using a fair-value approach based on the net present value of costs and payoffs incurred at the time of bailouts. Reports concluding that TARP resulted in a profit to the Treasury are based on after-the-fact accounting that Lucas argues may not be the correct approach to evaluating the prog
	10
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	fter the 2008 global financial crisis, advanced economies turned to unconventional monetary policies, such as forward guidance    and large-scale asset purchases, to provide additional monetary stimulus while short-term interest rates were constrained by their effective lower bound. However, the speed of economic recovery differed markedly among these economies, leading to increasingly divergent monetary conditions heading into 2020. While the euro area and Japan increased their unconventional monetary stim
	fter the 2008 global financial crisis, advanced economies turned to unconventional monetary policies, such as forward guidance    and large-scale asset purchases, to provide additional monetary stimulus while short-term interest rates were constrained by their effective lower bound. However, the speed of economic recovery differed markedly among these economies, leading to increasingly divergent monetary conditions heading into 2020. While the euro area and Japan increased their unconventional monetary stim
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	Differences in the timing and intensity of unconventional monetary policies across central banks generate potentially unique international “spillover effects.” As some central banks normalize policy by moving policy rates off their effective lower bound, domestic short-term interest rates rise. But this increase in short-term rates may not translate into higher longer-term rates if unconventional monetary policies in other countries spill over internationally, exerting downward pressure on rates. In this wa
	 
	-
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	In this article, I assess whether monetary policies from the European Central Bank (ECB), the Bank of Japan, and the Bank of England affect U.S. borrowing costs differentially at and away from the effective lower bound from 2004 to 2017. I find evidence of spillovers from each of these central banks to the United States as well as evidence that these spillovers increased during the Federal Reserve’s asynchronous withdrawal from unconventional monetary policy. My results imply that in the absence of internat
	-
	-

	Section I discusses the mechanisms of monetary policy at and away from the effective lower bound to clarify why policy might spill over from one country to another. Section II discusses how I measure monetary policy and its associated spillovers. Section III documents increased spillovers from foreign central banks to the United States during and after the global financial crisis. 
	-
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	I.  Monetary Policy at and away from the Effective Lower Bound 
	 In theory, both conventional and unconventional monetary policy in one country can affect other economies. Conventional expansionary monetary policy lowers short-term borrowing costs by decreasing the interest rates banks charge one another for overnight loans, which banks in turn pass on to the broader economy. This accommodative policy could generate expansionary or contractionary spillovers to other countries. On the one hand, by boosting real activity in the domestic economy, conventional channels of m
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	More directly, conventional monetary policy in one country can influence financial conditions in others by raising or lowering the cost of capital for firms and individuals that lend funds abroad (see, for example, Cetorelli and Goldberg 2012; Morais and others 2019; Baskaya and others 2017; and Miranda-Agrippino, Nenova, and Rey 2020). Conventional monetary policy can also affect foreign economies through central bank communications, as when a central bank reveals information about global economic news tha
	Unconventional monetary policies, such as those central banks have undertaken in recent years, have the potential for additional spillover effects to foreign economies. After the global financial crisis, most central banks lowered short-term interest rates to near zero, limiting their ability to stimulate growth through additional rate cuts—a constraint commonly referred to as the “effective lower bound.” To provide additional monetary accommodation in the face of this constraint, central banks pursued larg
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	Given the potential for international spillovers from LSAPs, central banks’ asynchronous withdrawal from LSAPs may have created additional headwinds for the Federal Reserve in normalizing policy. In 2013, the Federal Reserve began to taper its asset purchases as a first step in the policy normalization process—in other words, the unwinding of unconventional policies and return to conventional monetary policy through short-term interest rate adjustments. Starting in December 2015, the Federal Reserve entered
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	II.  Measuring Monetary Policy Spillovers
	Measuring the effect of monetary policy can be challenging. To the extent households and businesses observe the state of the economy and know the mandate that guides a central bank’s policy response, they may anticipate future policy changes and adjust their consumption and production decisions accordingly in advance of the actual policy change. Thus, only the announcement of unexpected changes to monetary policy—or monetary policy “shocks”—should have an observable effect on real and financial variables. A
	-

	To extract monetary policy shocks for each central bank, I follow Kuttner (2001) and Gürkaynak, Sack, and Swanson (2005), among others, who measure shocks using the change in the price of a chosen asset from before a central bank announcement to shortly after. The assumption underlying this approach is that, on average, only new information about monetary policy affects the asset’s price in this window. In other words, if markets that are closely linked to monetary policy decisions change immediately after 
	-
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	I focus on monetary policy shocks from 2004 to 2017 from the Bank of England, Bank of Japan, and ECB for two reasons. First, they are key advanced-economy central banks (apart from the Federal Reserve); because of the size of their balance sheets, they are the most likely to generate spillovers to the United States. Second, U.S. Treasuries may be considered a close substitute for sovereign bonds issued by the United Kingdom, Japan, or euro area governments, which makes them more likely to have propagated sp
	-
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	To extract the magnitude of a monetary policy shock that can be compared across all four central banks, I use assets that are not only linked to monetary policy outcomes, but also commonly traded. Each economy has an active interbank lending market with its own three-month interbank offered rate, the benchmark interest rate at which banks make short-term loans to one another. This rate is strongly influenced by current policy and expectations of future policy rates. Futures contracts based on this rate and 
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	Each central bank publishes policy committee announcement and meeting dates on their respective web sites. The majority of included central bank announcement dates in the sample correspond to regularly scheduled meetings. However, I also include some unscheduled announcement dates due to their importance during the early months of the global financial crisis. While most announcements reflect no change in policy (or a change that is widely anticipated) and cause little reaction in financial markets, some ann
	-
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	To find the effect of monetary policy on borrowing costs, I use a well-established statistical model to measure the effect of monetary policy shocks on the yields on sovereign securities in each of the sample countries at short (one to three year), medium (five to seven year), and long (10 year) maturities from 2004 to 2017 (full model details are available in Dilts Stedman [2019]).  
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	Because central bank policy actions changed dramatically before, during, and after the 2008 financial crisis, I break the full sample into three subsamples based on significant changes to the Federal Reserve’s LSAP policies. I focus on LSAPs because they represent a key unconventional tool used by all four central banks. I define the subsamples based on U.S. dates in particular because the Federal Reserve both initiated and ended LSAPs first among central banks in the post-2007 period. Table 1 defines the t
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	III.   Documenting the Evolution  of International Spillovers
	 

	To visualize the differences in potential spillovers across maturities, I plot the effect of one-standard-deviation monetary policy shocks from the Bank of Japan, ECB, and Bank of England on one, three, five, seven, and 10-year U.S. Treasury yields. For comparison, Chart 1 plots the estimates from the full sample with no regime changes alongside estimates of the domestic effects of Federal Reserve actions. The full sample results suggest significant effects of Federal Reserve policy shocks on U.S. Treasury 
	-
	 

	However, the full sample obfuscates important subsample patterns. Charts 2–4 show that the effect of monetary policy shocks by maturity differs substantially by subsample, underscoring the importance of reevaluating spillovers as conditions change. In particular, Chart 2 shows that spillovers from the ECB to the United States increased substantially during the global financial crisis and increased even further when the United States began withdrawing from unconventional monetary policy. In the initial LSAP 
	-
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	One explanation for the greater spillovers in the normalization period relative to the initial LSAP period is that this period coincides with the ECB’s first purchases of government securities of member countries in a form analogous to the other central banks in the sample. However, Chart 3 shows that the Bank of England also propagated greater spillovers in the normalization period. In particular, Chart 3 shows that monetary policy shocks from the Bank of England generated substantial spillovers to the Uni
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	Adding up the spillovers in Charts 2 and 3 shows that during the Federal Reserve’s policy normalization period, monetary policy shocks from the Bank of England and ECB had a combined effect on 10-year U.S. yields that nearly eclipsed the 6.1 basis point effect of the Federal Reserve’s own policy tightening (2.2 + 2.8 = 5.0). Indeed, in Dilts Stedman (2019), I find that the combined effect overshadows the domestic effect in estimates that separate out the period of lift-off from the effective lower bound fro
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	In contrast, Chart 4 shows that spillovers from the Bank of Japan were small across subsamples and maturities, reflecting low co-movement with other advanced economies in general. This low historical co-movement suggests that U.S. and Japanese sovereign bonds may not be close substitutes.
	-

	In summary, in the pre-crisis period, spillovers to the United States were generally small across maturities and more prevalent for Treasuries with shorter maturities. In the initial LSAP period, spillovers to the United States strengthened from the ECB but weakened from the Bank of England. And in the period of U.S. monetary policy normalization, characterized by the highest degree of policy asynchronicity, spillovers increased from both the ECB and Bank of England. Together, these results suggest that asy
	-
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	To illustrate the cumulative effect of spillovers, Chart 5 plots actual yields for 10-year Treasury securities from 2004 through the end of the sample in 2017 (blue line) alongside a counterfactual (green line) depicting what yields would have been in the absence of international spillovers. My results suggest that without international spillovers, the 10-year Treasury yield would have been an average of 35 basis points higher over the period of normalization from 2013 to 2017. 
	Conclusion
	In 2020, central banks across the world have again lowered short-term interest rates to the effective lower bound in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. With the lessons from the global financial crisis in hand, central banks would do well to acknowledge the influence of spillovers on sovereign bond yields—including spillovers from other central banks to the United States, which have received much less attention in the past. While the United States receives much attention for its influence on the global fina
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	The mechanisms of unconventional monetary policy that distinguish it from conventional monetary policy present unique challenges to the withdrawal of monetary stimulus, particularly in the presence of spillovers. Domestic long-term interest rates may respond less to policy rate increases when other countries are simultaneously engaging in LSAPs. Thus, without international spillovers, long-term yields in the United States would have been higher in the policy normalization period. 
	-

	These spillovers have implications for the conduct of foreign monetary policy as well. In the absence of international spillovers, the ECB and Bank of England’s LSAPs would have been more effective in lowering long-term private borrowing costs in the euro area and the United Kingdom, respectively, after the 2008 financial crisis. Without leakages to U.S. Treasuries, investors in the United Kingdom and euro area would have more fully allocated their funds to domestic private assets, as intended. 
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	Table 1
	Table 1
	Regime Changes in U.S. Monetary Policy, 2004–17
	Regime Changes in U.S. Monetary Policy, 2004–17


	Date
	Date
	Date
	Date
	Date
	Date
	Date


	Subsample break dates
	Subsample break dates
	Subsample break dates



	Sep. 15, 2008
	Sep. 15, 2008
	Sep. 15, 2008
	Sep. 15, 2008


	End of the pre-crisis period: The collapse of Lehman Brothers ignites turmoil in financial 
	End of the pre-crisis period: The collapse of Lehman Brothers ignites turmoil in financial 
	End of the pre-crisis period: The collapse of Lehman Brothers ignites turmoil in financial 
	markets that elicits monetary policy easing in advanced economies.



	Nov. 25, 2008
	Nov. 25, 2008
	Nov. 25, 2008
	Nov. 25, 2008


	Initial QE: The Federal Reserve announces its first quantitative easing program.
	Initial QE: The Federal Reserve announces its first quantitative easing program.
	Initial QE: The Federal Reserve announces its first quantitative easing program.



	May 22, 2013
	May 22, 2013
	May 22, 2013
	May 22, 2013


	Normalization: Ben Bernanke testifies to Congress that the Federal Reserve will likely soon 
	Normalization: Ben Bernanke testifies to Congress that the Federal Reserve will likely soon 
	Normalization: Ben Bernanke testifies to Congress that the Federal Reserve will likely soon 
	begin to taper its LSAPs. Markets abruptly price in normalization. 
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	The Effect of U.S. and Foreign Monetary Policy Shocks on U.S. Yields (Full Sample)
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	The Effect of ECB Monetary Policy Shocks on U.S. Yields
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	The Effect of Bank of Japan Monetary Policy Shocks on U.S. Yields
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	Endnotes
	Endnotes
	Since lifting off the effective lower bound in 2015, the Federal Reserve has targeted the federal funds rate by setting the interest rate on bank reserves. 
	1

	The longer the maturity on a bond (or any debt), the more expensive it typically is to borrow. Longer-term interest rates tend to be higher than short-term interest rates because lenders’ expectations over future growth, policy rates, and inflation are subject to the risk that the bond they purchase may become less valuable relative to future offered market rates. The return on long-term bonds over and above the amount expected by reinvesting short-term securities is called the term premium, which increases
	2

	Central banks have also engaged in LSAPs to achieve other goals. For example, in its initial responses to the global financial crisis, the Federal Reserve first purchased assets in markets experiencing distress, such as mortgage-backed securities, to lower their yields. By standing willing to purchase such assets, the Federal Reserve decreases the risk that they cannot be sold.
	3
	-

	When the Federal Reserve and, to a lesser extent, the Bank of England began to unwind unconventional monetary policy, they focused first on tapering asset purchases. The Federal Reserve took the additional step of raising interest rates before decreasing the size of its balance sheet and is the only advanced central bank in this study to have reached this step of normalization before the economic crisis in 2020. Thus, the Federal Reserve’s approach to normalization raised short-term interest rates before fu
	4
	-

	These are the three-month Euro Interbank Offered Rate (EURIBOR), Sterling London Interbank Offered Rate (Sterling LIBOR), Eurodollar, and Euroyen Tokyo Interbank Offered Rate (Euroyen TIBOR).
	5
	-

	To account for the possibility of other economic or financial news being released on the same day as a monetary policy announcement, I include in my model a measure of news surprises from Citigroup (the Citigroup Economic Surprise Index or CESI) for each of the sample countries to strengthen the assumption that the daily effect measured is from monetary policy. These results can be accessed in Dilts Stedman (2019). 
	6
	-
	-

	In practice, the effective lower bound has differed across countries. While the Federal Reserve and Bank of England lowered (and kept) their interest rates near, but above, zero, the ECB and Bank of Japan have pursued negative interest rate policies. 
	7

	I follow Bernanke (2009) and others and define LSAPs as a central bank balance sheet expansion focused on the mix of loans and securities that the central bank holds, with explicit consideration on the effect this composition of assets affects credit conditions. This definition distinguishes the experience of the ECB from the Federal Reserve, the Bank of England, and the Bank of Japan. In contrast to these other central banks, the ECB’s balance sheet expansion during its early crisis response mainly reflect
	8
	-
	-

	In Dilts Stedman (2019), I find that after adding an estimate for the size of spillovers when the Federal Reserve began to lift off from the zero lower bound, spillovers from the Bank of England increased even further, surpassing their pre-crisis effect. 
	9
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	fter experiencing severe flooding in 2019, areas of the western United States and Great Plains are once again starting to   experience drought. The average share of the continental United States experiencing drought rose from a little less than 24 percent in 2019 to over 40 percent in 2020. Drought is a perennial and long-term risk that can negatively affect the farm economy through lower yields, loss of crops, reduced farm revenues, and lower sales for farm suppliers. Recent drought episodes have kept thes
	fter experiencing severe flooding in 2019, areas of the western United States and Great Plains are once again starting to   experience drought. The average share of the continental United States experiencing drought rose from a little less than 24 percent in 2019 to over 40 percent in 2020. Drought is a perennial and long-term risk that can negatively affect the farm economy through lower yields, loss of crops, reduced farm revenues, and lower sales for farm suppliers. Recent drought episodes have kept thes
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	As risks from climate change—such as elevated global temperatures and water depletion—mount, understanding how drought will affect farmers across the country has become even more important. Drought risk can vary by region, crop type, and production method, and may disproportionately affect some farmers more than others. Although many farmers have crop insurance to protect against losses, insurance does not cover all of their crops’ value. Thus, even insured farmers face losses from drought. These losses can
	-

	In this article, we analyze the relationship between county-level drought exposure and direct farmer losses (specifically, crop insurance deductibles) from 2000 to 2019. We find that farmer losses from drought vary by crop type: although losses rise steadily along with drought intensity for corn and wheat, losses spike noticeably in extreme drought for soybeans. We also find that these losses represent an economically relevant share of crop production values: farmer losses from extreme drought can reach 20 
	-
	-

	Section I provides an overview of U.S. drought, its connection to climate change, and the risks to the U.S. agriculture sector. Section II introduces data and statistical methods used to link drought, agricultural production areas, and farmer losses from drought. Section III shows how farmer losses rise with drought intensity and discusses differences across crop types.
	-
	-

	I. Drought, Climate, and U.S. Agriculture
	Although the U.S. agricultural sector is vulnerable to a myriad of natural hazards—excessive wind, flooding, tornadoes—drought represents an especially severe challenge. First, drought is a chronic condition that affects farms much longer than acute hazards such as storms or floods. The persistence of drought throughout the year may not only lower crop yields, but may also deplete surface and ground water supplies and lead to an increased incidence of wildfires (Challinor and others 2014; Donovan, Wonkka, a
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	U.S. drought exposure and agriculture
	One common way to measure drought in the United States is through the U.S. Drought Monitor, which provides maps of drought intensity and duration. The Drought Monitor uses a series of climate and weather variables to create weekly estimates of drought severity across the United States (U.S. Drought Monitor 2020; Svoboda and others 2002). Drought categories range from “abnormally dry” (D0) to “exceptional drought” (D4).
	1

	Chart 1 shows total continental U.S. land area in drought by intensity going back to 2000. Drought episodes have varied in intensity over the last 20 years. In 2012, for example, the United States witnessed a period of relatively extreme drought, with roughly 67 percent of land area on average in drought and roughly 14 percent of land area in the most extreme drought categories (D3–D4). By comparison, in 2019, the United States witnessed a period of relatively subdued drought, with less than 24 percent of l
	-

	Although aggregate drought exposure estimates are useful in illustrating the scope of the problem, these broader measures can mask the fortunes of local areas at certain times. Drought exposure varies across the country, affecting both local and regional agricultural areas. The Drought Monitor images in Map 1 illustrate two of the more extreme regional drought periods within the United States. Panel A shows the U.S. drought map during July 2012, the height of the 2011–12 Midwest drought. Most of the country
	-
	-
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	Just as drought varies across the country, the effects of drought can vary by crop or type of production. Farmers planting row crops such as corn, wheat, and soybeans are largely affected by drought through diminished yields and lower production (Kuwayama and others 2018). However, some crops are more drought tolerant than others. Wheat, for example, is typically more drought tolerant than corn or soybeans. Moreover, some crops may respond differently to drought of different intensities: soybeans, for examp
	-

	Drought and crop insurance
	Although drought presents a substantial risk to the U.S. agriculture sector, one mitigating factor is federal crop insurance, which is available for most major commodity crops such as corn, wheat, and soybeans. Roughly 89 percent of major U.S. crop acres are covered by federal crop insurance for a range of natural hazards such as drought (FCA 2017). Encouraging this wide coverage is the fact that federal crop insurance programs are highly subsidized, with the U.S. government paying a majority of insurance p
	-
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	Crop insurance payments nevertheless cover a meaningful share of the value of crop production, and drought is one of the leading reasons farmers file insurance claims. Chart 2 shows crop insurance claims payments (indemnities) by claim type over the last 20 years for the entire United States. Crop insurance indemnities averaged roughly 4.2 percent of total crop production value over the last decade, and drought-related insurance indemnities averaged 1.9 percent of total crop production value. On average, 42
	-
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	II. Mapping Drought to Farmer Losses
	Given the importance of crop insurance for drought-related losses, especially for commodity crops, we use farmer crop insurance deductibles as our measure of farmer losses and focus specifically on losses to corn, wheat, and soybeans. Focusing on commodity crops allows us to gain broad geographic coverage across 47 continental U.S. states while excluding specialty crops such as fruits and tree nuts that may have a strikingly different production process or response to drought. Furthermore, corn, soybeans, a
	-
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	In our analysis, we first identify which agricultural production areas are exposed to drought at the county level using a series of geospatial data sets. We then use a simple statistical method to link county-level drought exposures to farmer losses in those counties.  
	Mapping crop-specific drought exposure
	To create county-level drought exposure measures, we map drought exposure to commodity-specific agricultural production areas across the United States over the last 20 years. Specifically, we take weekly drought data from the U.S. Drought Monitor on agricultural land area in drought and match that information to crop-specific agriculture production areas using the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Cropscape Cropland Data Layer. After matching the weekly drought data to crop-specific production areas, we then
	-
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	Map 2 shows our county-level drought exposure measures over two three-year periods: 2008–10, a period of relatively low drought in the United States, and 2011–13, a period of relatively intense drought. Panel A shows that in the 2008–10 period, average drought intensity was relatively low for the three major commodity crops, with drought occurring mostly in the southern and eastern portion of the country. Panel B shows that in the 2011–13 period, average drought intensity was much higher, with drought occur
	Measuring and mapping farmer losses from drought
	To measure farmer losses from drought, we aggregate farmer deductibles from drought-related crop insurance claims to the county level. Most prior research uses yields or farm incomes to estimate agricultural losses from drought (Kuwayama and others 2018). Although these are reasonable measures of economic loss, they are imperfect in many ways. Farmers generally manage their operations to maximize profit, not necessarily yield—for example, if commodity prices are especially low, a farmer may choose to let a 
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	We use the USDA’s Crop Insurance Cause of Loss and Summary of Business Data to estimate farmer losses for all drought-related crop insurance claims for corn, wheat, and soybeans from 2000 to 2019. See Appendix A for details on how we measure direct economic losses using these crop insurance data. Panels A and B of Map 3 show heat maps of drought-related losses as a share of county-level crop production values for the 2008–10 and 2011–13 periods. Not surprisingly, drought-related losses are broader-based and
	6
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	Linking drought and farmer losses for individual crops
	Although Maps 2 and 3 provide insight into overall farmer losses from drought, they may mask differences in losses across crop types. For example, wheat is typically considered to be more drought tolerant than corn or soybeans, potentially translating to smaller economic losses than those for the other two crops. We use a simple statistical model to estimate the average relationship between agricultural drought exposure and farmer losses (deductibles) for individual crops—corn, soybeans, and wheat—from 2000
	-
	-

	III. Farmer Losses from Drought by Crop Type  
	Unsurprisingly, we find a strong positive relationship between drought and direct drought-related farmer losses (deductibles) across all three crops analyzed (corn, wheat, and soybeans). Chart 3 shows the relationship between drought severity and the dollar value of losses per acre, adjusted for inflation using the 2019 Consumer Price Index. The upward-sloping lines show that farmer losses rise along with drought intensity across all three crop types.  
	However, Chart 3 also shows that the magnitude of losses differs by crop type. For corn, farmer losses range from $25.32 per acre in low-severity (D0) drought to $118.80 per acre in extreme (D4) drought. For soybeans, farmer losses are lower in D0 drought ($10.26 per acre) but much higher in D4 drought ($153.40). And for wheat, farmer losses are lowest across drought intensities, ranging from $6.64 per acre (D0) to $44.42 per acre (D4). The lower losses for wheat can partially be attributed to its lower pro
	-

	To account for these differences in production value, Chart 4 shows the same results from Chart 3 as a share of each crop’s average production value from 2000 to 2019. Across all crop types and drought categories, estimates of farmer losses are economically relevant compared with their average production value, with loss shares ranging from less than 5 percent for all three crops in D0 drought to roughly 20 percent for corn and wheat and nearly 35 percent for soybeans in D4 drought.
	-
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	Chart 4 shows that the trajectory of losses also varies by crop type and drought intensity. Losses for corn and wheat rise relatively slowly and steadily as drought intensity increases from D0 to D4. For both crops, the largest jump in farmer losses per acre occurs between D2 and D3 drought. For corn, losses rise from roughly 8 percent of production value in D2 drought to nearly 17 percent of value in D3 drought. For wheat, losses rise from nearly 9 percent in D2 drought to just over 18 percent in D3 drough
	8

	To provide additional insight into how these losses might affect a given farmer, Chart 5 shows estimated farmer losses (deductibles), indemnities, and remaining crop values for a typical corn, wheat, and soybean farm (similar to the crop insurance policy figure in the Box). Panel A shows that an average corn farmer with 1,000 acres in severe drought (D2) might expect losses (deductibles) around $45,000, or approximately 8 percent of the expected production value for their land. If the corn acres were to mov
	9
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	Although our analysis focuses on direct losses to farmers, our results also have implications for risk to crop insurance programs under a changing climate. The green area in Chart 5 shows the estimated indemnity payments from crop insurers to farmers by drought category. In more extreme drought categories, indemnities rise more drastically than farmer losses. For example, corn indemnity payments rise from roughly 6 percent of crop production value in D0 drought to about 35 percent in D4 drought (Panel A). W
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	If drought-related losses continue to rise, the economic effects may spill over to the broader U.S. economy. Federal crop insurance costs the U.S. government an average of $7 billion each year through subsidies, with some of the largest losses taking place in extreme drought years. With steady growth in crop insurance market penetration over the last 20 years—and expectations that the cost of crop insurance programs will rise substantially under a changing climate—these programs could be at risk in the comi
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	Conclusion
	Drought remains a perennial threat to the U.S. agriculture sector, causing lower crop yields, higher production costs, and increased financial stress to farmers. With climate change predictions suggesting a greater incidence of drought in the coming decades, understanding how drought affects different segments of the agriculture sector is of critical importance in assessing risk from this natural hazard. 
	-

	We analyze drought exposure across the United States over the last 20 years for corn, wheat, and soybeans and link these exposures to a measure of direct farmer losses (crop insurance deductibles). We find that losses for farmers rise with drought intensity and that those losses are economically relevant. We also find noticeable differences across crop types. Losses for corn and wheat rise steadily from low-intensity drought (D0) to high-intensity drought (D4), with a noticeable jump in losses from D2 to D3
	-

	Our results suggest losses from drought are economically meaningful. Farmer losses from extreme drought can reach 20 percent of production value for corn and wheat and 35 percent for soybeans. Moreover, these losses are likely to increase in the medium term. Temperatures are expected to rise in the coming decades, with associated increases in drought frequency and severity. These changes pose risks not only to farmers but also to crop insurers, as both deductibles and indemnities will become more costly und
	-
	-
	-
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	Chart 2
	U.S. Crop Insurance Payments by Category
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	Box
	Box
	Federal Crop Insurance Overview
	Federal crop insurance provides protection against natural haz
	Federal crop insurance provides protection against natural haz
	-
	ards such as flood and drought as well as declines in commodity pric
	-
	es. A majority of crop insurance policies (84 percent) are categorized 
	as individual revenue protection, which protects a farmer’s estimated 
	production value (revenue) from production losses (CRS 2018). The 
	value of a farmer’s insured crop is based on historical commodity ex
	-
	change prices and the historical production from that farmer’s land. 
	Farmers choose the average yield they wish to insure (coverage level), 
	which typically ranges from 50 to 75 percent but can be as high as 
	85 percent in some locations (USDA RMA 2020). Coverage lev
	-
	els are broken down into two broad categories: catastrophic (CAT) 
	and buy-up. CAT coverage, which is less common, is paid out at 55 
	cents for every dollar of losses exceeding 50 percent of the crop value. 
	Most farmers choose buy-up coverage, paying a higher premium for 
	a higher coverage level, and are paid out dollar-for-dollar for all losses 
	exceeding their chosen coverage level. 

	The figure below illustrates a stylized buy-up crop insurance 
	The figure below illustrates a stylized buy-up crop insurance 
	policy. The dotted line shows the farmer’s elected coverage level—in 
	this example, 75 percent. If the farmer sees a 60 percent loss from a 
	natural hazard, the farmer would be paid an indemnity of 35 percent 
	of the insured crop value (green area). That farmer would still have 
	40 percent of their crop’s value to sell or market (gray area). Despite 
	filing the crop insurance claim, the farmer would still absorb a loss 
	(deductible) equal to 25 percent of the crop’s estimated value (blue 
	area). It is this deductible that we use to measure direct economic 
	losses for farmers. 
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	Average Drought Losses by County as a Share of Production Value (Corn, Wheat, and Soybeans)
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	Loss Per Acre by Drought Category
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	Appendix A
	Measuring Farmer Deductibles and Total Losses from Crop Insurance Data
	 

	To calculate farmer loss (deductibles) and total loss at the county (i), crop (j), and year (t) level, we aggregate up from the policy (p) and insurance claim (c) level using the USDA Summary of Business crop insurance policy data and USDA Cause of Loss crop insurance claims data. These data sets provide all federal crop insurance policies and policy claims within the United States for all crops. We estimate losses in a series of steps: 
	1) USDA Summary of Business Data (all insurance policies)
	(i)   Value of crop  = ∑ liability / coverage
	i,j,t
	i,j,p,t
	i,j,p,t

	We estimate the value of the crop (corn, wheat, and soybeans) within a given county by taking the liability for each crop insurance policy and dividing by the coverage level for that policy. We then sum up the crop values within a county across all crop insurance policies. This measure of crop value is used to generate county-level loss maps. 
	(ii)  Coverage  = weighted-average coverage level (by acres)
	i,j,t

	We generate a weighted-average coverage level at the county, crop, and year level using policy-level coverage data. Individual coverage levels are unavailable in the Cause of Loss insurance claims data. Thus, we create a representative coverage level for a given county, crop, and year by averaging (by acres) across insurance policies within a given year. All policies labeled as catastrophic coverage (CAT) are excluded from this average coverage level calculation. 
	-
	-
	-

	2)  USDA Summary of Business Data (all insurance claims):            drought only
	 

	(i)   Value of crop  = liability  / coverage 
	i,j,c,t 
	i,j,c,t
	i,j,t

	We generate county-crop estimates of farmer deductibles from drought-related crop insurance claims. First we estimate crop values by taking the liability of a given claim and dividing by the representative coverage level in 1(ii). This estimate is applied for all claims that are not labeled CAT coverage. CAT coverage is paid out at 55 cents for every dollar of loss for losses exceeding 50 percent of the crop value. Thus, coverage on CAT policies is .275 (.50 × .55), and we apply that coverage ratio to estim
	-
	-

	(ii) Farmer loss (deductible)  = ∑ [(value crop)(1−coverage)]
	i,j,t
	i,j,c,t 
	 
	i,j,t 

	We then estimate farmer losses (deductibles) at the county, crop, and year level by taking the estimated value of the crop multiplied by the difference between the total crop value and coverage of that crop. CAT coverage claims require a slightly different calculation for the farmer deductibles. Farmer deductibles for CAT policies are estimated by the following equation: crop value (0.50) + indemnity (.45/.55); as farmers are only paid 55 cents for every dollar of loss exceeding 50 percent of crop value. We
	-

	(iii) Total loss  = farmer loss (deductible) + indemnity
	i,j,t
	i,j,t
	i,j,t

	We also generate a measure of total losses by summing the estimated farmer losses (deductibles) in 2(ii) and the total indemnities paid for drought-related claims for a given county, crop, and year. We use this measure of total loss in our drought loss maps (specifically, Map 3). This measure of loss is also used in our statistical model to demonstrate what farmer losses might be without federal crop insurance. 
	-
	-
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	Appendix B
	Statistical Model: Panel Regression
	We implement an ordinary least squares (OLS) panel regression framework to estimate the relationship between drought-exposed acres and farmer losses (deductibles) and total loss in real 2019 dollars. To examine the relationship between drought-exposed acres and losses, we estimate the following model for each crop (corn, wheat, and soybeans):
	Loss=β+β drought+γ+a+ε(1)
	i,t
	0
	1
	i,t
	i
	t
	i,t
	                                          

	where Loss denotes the measure of loss (2019 dollars) for county i at time t, γ denotes county fixed effects, and a denotes time fixed effects. For our main specification, loss is measured as the farmer’s deductible. However, we estimate a second set of specifications that estimate the relationship between drought exposures and total loss (specifically, deductibles + indemnities) for county i at time t. Drought denotes the measure of drought exposure in acres. We run two specifications: annual average expos
	i,t
	i
	t
	-
	i,t 
	-
	-
	-

	Additionally, we run a series of unreported robustness checks including model specifications that account for irrigated acreage, periods of high and low drought severity, trimming outliers, and that use shares of exposed acres against shares of lost value. Results from these specifications are not qualitatively different than our main specification linking drought-exposed acres to losses.   
	-
	-
	-


	Table B-1
	Table B-1
	Model Results

	Panel A: Corn
	Panel A: Corn
	Panel A: Corn
	Panel A: Corn
	Panel A: Corn
	Panel A: Corn
	Panel A: Corn



	TR
	(1)
	(1)
	(1)


	(2)
	(2)
	(2)


	(3)
	(3)
	(3)


	(4)
	(4)
	(4)



	Variable
	Variable
	Variable
	Variable


	Farmer loss 
	Farmer loss 
	Farmer loss 
	 
	(deductible)


	Total loss 
	Total loss 
	Total loss 


	Farmer loss 
	Farmer loss 
	Farmer loss 
	 
	(deductible)


	Total loss
	Total loss
	Total loss



	Total acres in 
	Total acres in 
	Total acres in 
	Total acres in 
	drought


	41.58***
	41.58***
	41.58***

	(24.97)
	(24.97)


	90.04***
	90.04***
	90.04***

	(21.08)
	(21.08)



	Acres in D0
	Acres in D0
	Acres in D0
	Acres in D0


	25.32***
	25.32***
	25.32***


	58.11***
	58.11***
	58.11***



	TR
	(8.92)
	(8.92)
	(8.92)


	(7.46)
	(7.46)
	(7.46)



	Acres in D1
	Acres in D1
	Acres in D1
	Acres in D1


	21.23***
	21.23***
	21.23***


	42.31***
	42.31***
	42.31***



	TR
	(8.38)
	(8.38)
	(8.38)


	(7.19)
	(7.19)
	(7.19)



	Acres in D2
	Acres in D2
	Acres in D2
	Acres in D2


	44.97***
	44.97***
	44.97***


	88.98***
	88.98***
	88.98***



	TR
	(10.30)
	(10.30)
	(10.30)


	(8.73)
	(8.73)
	(8.73)



	Acres in D3
	Acres in D3
	Acres in D3
	Acres in D3


	100.9***
	100.9***
	100.9***


	223.6***
	223.6***
	223.6***



	TR
	(10.57)
	(10.57)
	(10.57)


	(9.87)
	(9.87)
	(9.87)



	Acres in D4
	Acres in D4
	Acres in D4
	Acres in D4


	118.8***
	118.8***
	118.8***


	326.9***
	326.9***
	326.9***



	TR
	(9.00)
	(9.00)
	(9.00)


	(8.94)
	(8.94)
	(8.94)



	Constant
	Constant
	Constant
	Constant


	−784,518.2***
	−784,518.2***
	−784,518.2***

	(−15.79)
	(−15.79)


	−1,791,477.9***
	−1,791,477.9***
	−1,791,477.9***

	(−14.12)
	(−14.12)


	−546,714.8***
	−546,714.8***
	−546,714.8***

	(−12.25)
	(−12.25)


	−1,209,901.5***
	−1,209,901.5***
	−1,209,901.5***

	(−10.64)
	(−10.64)



	Observations
	Observations
	Observations
	Observations


	36,257
	36,257
	36,257


	36,257
	36,257
	36,257


	36,257
	36,257
	36,257


	36,257
	36,257
	36,257



	Adjusted R
	Adjusted R
	Adjusted R
	Adjusted R
	2


	0.307
	0.307
	0.307


	0.287
	0.287
	0.287


	.363
	.363
	.363


	.345
	.345
	.345






	Panel B: Wheat
	Panel B: Wheat
	Panel B: Wheat
	Panel B: Wheat
	Panel B: Wheat
	Panel B: Wheat
	Panel B: Wheat



	TR
	(1)
	(1)
	(1)


	(2)
	(2)
	(2)


	(3)
	(3)
	(3)


	(4)
	(4)
	(4)



	Variable
	Variable
	Variable
	Variable


	Farmer loss 
	Farmer loss 
	Farmer loss 
	 
	(deductible)


	Total loss 
	Total loss 
	Total loss 


	Farmer loss 
	Farmer loss 
	Farmer loss 
	 
	(deductible)


	Total loss
	Total loss
	Total loss



	Total acres in 
	Total acres in 
	Total acres in 
	Total acres in 
	drought


	19.30***
	19.30***
	19.30***

	(24.23)
	(24.23)


	43.79***
	43.79***
	43.79***

	(22.19)
	(22.19)



	Acres in D0
	Acres in D0
	Acres in D0
	Acres in D0


	6.64***
	6.64***
	6.64***


	15.82***
	15.82***
	15.82***



	TR
	(4.37)
	(4.37)
	(4.37)


	(4.27)
	(4.27)
	(4.27)



	Acres in D1
	Acres in D1
	Acres in D1
	Acres in D1


	11.13***
	11.13***
	11.13***


	23.49***
	23.49***
	23.49***



	TR
	(6.84)
	(6.84)
	(6.84)


	(6.33)
	(6.33)
	(6.33)



	Acres in D2
	Acres in D2
	Acres in D2
	Acres in D2


	18.44***
	18.44***
	18.44***


	39.67***
	39.67***
	39.67***



	TR
	(6.47)
	(6.47)
	(6.47)


	(6.09)
	(6.09)
	(6.09)



	Acres in D3
	Acres in D3
	Acres in D3
	Acres in D3


	39.47***
	39.47***
	39.47***


	97.52***
	97.52***
	97.52***



	TR
	(9.95)
	(9.95)
	(9.95)


	(9.53)
	(9.53)
	(9.53)



	Acres in D4
	Acres in D4
	Acres in D4
	Acres in D4


	44.42***
	44.42***
	44.42***


	95.95***
	95.95***
	95.95***



	TR
	(11.83)
	(11.83)
	(11.83)


	(10.70)
	(10.70)
	(10.70)



	Constant
	Constant
	Constant
	Constant


	−133,031.8***
	−133,031.8***
	−133,031.8***

	(−8.02)
	(−8.02)


	−319,218.7***
	−319,218.7***
	−319,218.7***

	(−7.98)
	(−7.98)


	−5,226.6***
	−5,226.6***
	−5,226.6***

	(−0.35)
	(−0.35)


	−26,768.2***
	−26,768.2***
	−26,768.2***

	(−0.72)
	(−0.72)



	Observations
	Observations
	Observations
	Observations


	34,385
	34,385
	34,385


	34,385
	34,385
	34,385


	34,385
	34,385
	34,385


	34,385
	34,385
	34,385



	Adjusted R
	Adjusted R
	Adjusted R
	Adjusted R
	2


	0.262
	0.262
	0.262


	0.243
	0.243
	0.243


	.393
	.393
	.393


	.373
	.373
	.373






	Table B-1 (continued)
	Table B-1 (continued)
	Table B-1 (continued)


	Panel C: Soybeans
	Panel C: Soybeans
	Panel C: Soybeans
	Panel C: Soybeans
	Panel C: Soybeans
	Panel C: Soybeans
	Panel C: Soybeans



	TR
	(1)
	(1)
	(1)


	(2)
	(2)
	(2)


	(3)
	(3)
	(3)


	(4)
	(4)
	(4)



	Variable
	Variable
	Variable
	Variable


	Farmer loss 
	Farmer loss 
	Farmer loss 
	 
	(deductible)


	Total loss 
	Total loss 
	Total loss 


	Farmer loss 
	Farmer loss 
	Farmer loss 
	 
	(deductible)


	Total loss
	Total loss
	Total loss



	Total acres in 
	Total acres in 
	Total acres in 
	Total acres in 
	drought


	20.66***
	20.66***
	20.66***

	(25.29)
	(25.29)


	37.30***
	37.30***
	37.30***

	(23.58)
	(23.58)



	Acres in D0
	Acres in D0
	Acres in D0
	Acres in D0


	10.26***
	10.26***
	10.26***


	18.19***
	18.19***
	18.19***



	TR
	(11.15)
	(11.15)
	(11.15)


	(10.76)
	(10.76)
	(10.76)



	Acres in D1
	Acres in D1
	Acres in D1
	Acres in D1


	19.19***
	19.19***
	19.19***


	35.30***
	35.30***
	35.30***



	TR
	(12.20)
	(12.20)
	(12.20)


	(11.93)
	(11.93)
	(11.93)



	Acres in D2
	Acres in D2
	Acres in D2
	Acres in D2


	24.27***
	24.27***
	24.27***


	38.62***
	38.62***
	38.62***



	TR
	(9.79)
	(9.79)
	(9.79)


	(8.63)
	(8.63)
	(8.63)



	Acres in D3
	Acres in D3
	Acres in D3
	Acres in D3


	49.67***
	49.67***
	49.67***


	93.77***
	93.77***
	93.77***



	TR
	(8.84)
	(8.84)
	(8.84)


	(8.82)
	(8.82)
	(8.82)



	Acres in D4
	Acres in D4
	Acres in D4
	Acres in D4


	153.4***
	153.4***
	153.4***


	366.2***
	366.2***
	366.2***



	TR
	(8.96)
	(8.96)
	(8.96)


	(8.99)
	(8.99)
	(8.99)



	Constant
	Constant
	Constant
	Constant


	−232,319.3***
	−232,319.3***
	−232,319.3***

	(−10.25)
	(−10.25)


	−423,355.9***
	−423,355.9***
	−423,355.9***

	(−9.46)
	(−9.46)


	−207,714.7***
	−207,714.7***
	−207,714.7***

	(−8.98)
	(−8.98)


	−355,838.4***
	−355,838.4***
	−355,838.4***

	(−8.42)
	(−8.42)



	Observations
	Observations
	Observations
	Observations


	31,504
	31,504
	31,504


	31,504
	31,504
	31,504


	31,504
	31,504
	31,504


	31,504
	31,504
	31,504



	Adjusted R
	Adjusted R
	Adjusted R
	Adjusted R
	2


	0.257
	0.257
	0.257


	0.246
	0.246
	0.246


	.316
	.316
	.316


	.327
	.327
	.327






	* Significant at the 10 percent level
	* Significant at the 10 percent level
	* Significant at the 10 percent level

	** Significant at the 5 percent level
	** Significant at the 5 percent level

	*** Significant at the 1 percent level
	*** Significant at the 1 percent level

	Note: County-clustered standard errors are in parentheses. 
	Note: County-clustered standard errors are in parentheses. 

	Sources: U.S. Drought Monitor and USDA.
	Sources: U.S. Drought Monitor and USDA.


	Endnotes
	Endnotes
	The climate and weather variables that make up the U.S. Drought Monitor include the Palmer Drought Index, soil moisture, streamflow percentiles, percent normal precipitation, a precipitation index, and vegetation health. The drought categories are associated with their percentile chance of occurring within a 100-year period, with lowest-intensity drought D0 (“abnormally dry”) having a 20–30 percent probability of occurring and D4 (“exceptional drought”) having a less than 2 percent probability of occurring 
	1

	Values are in CPI-adjusted 2019 dollars. 
	2

	Drought insurance claims include the following natural hazard categories: drought, heat, hot wind, and irrigation failure. Flood is the other major natural hazard faced by farmers, averaging roughly 30 percent of total crop insurance indemnities paid over the last 20 years. 
	3

	In addition to Hawaii and Alaska, we exclude Rhode Island due to its lack of drought exposure for the crops we analyze.
	4

	Although irrigation can help some farmers mitigate drought risk during episodes of low rainfall, less than 10 percent of U.S. agriculture is irrigated, and roughly three-fourths of irrigated land is in the western United States (USDA ERS 2019). Even in areas where irrigation is possible, irrigating farmland can be expensive and may not completely offset drought risk when it is prolonged or extreme (USDA ERS 2019; Foster, Brozović, and Butler 2015). Given the relatively low share of irrigated agricultural la
	5
	-

	Our sample window is limited by the availability of drought data, which start in 2000 (USDM 2020). Our loss measure, while useful, may underestimate farmer losses from drought in two ways. First, our measure does not account for “shallow loss,” which is when a farmer’s loss is less than the deductible or coverage level. Second, our measure does not capture losses from uninsured crop production. For this reason, we focus on corn, soybeans, and wheat, which have high crop insurance market penetration. 
	6
	-

	Appendix Table B-1 shows full results for each crop type. We provide results for both farmer deductibles and total losses (that is, indemnities + deductibles). Without crop insurance, estimated losses for farmers would roughly double.  
	7

	The unique loss profile for soybeans may be attributable to soybeans’ higher yield declines during more extreme dry periods, as soybean production is more susceptible to more extreme drought conditions (Troy, Kipgen, and Pal 2015).
	8

	According to the USDA’s Agricultural Resource Management Survey, in 2018, the size of the average U.S. business farm was 1,023 acres for corn, 675 acres for soybeans, and 2,466 acres for wheat. Average production value per acre from 2000 to 2019 in real CPI-adjusted 2019 U.S. dollars is roughly $599 per acre for corn, $214 per acre for wheat, and $441 per acre for soybeans. Farmer loss estimates and indemnity estimates are taken from our model coefficient estimates in Appendix Table B-1. Indemnity estimates
	9

	To further place farmer loss in context, consider that average net farm income from the USDA’s Agricultural Resources Management Survey (2014–18) in real 2019 dollars was roughly $138,000 for corn, $52,000 for wheat, and $88,000 for soybeans. Although our estimates for direct farmer loss represent a large portion of farmer income, we focus our example for the typical U.S. corn, wheat, and soybean farm on farmer losses relative to production value (revenue) rather than on income. Farm income is affected by s
	10
	-
	-
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